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ABS T U C T  

This manual contains an expanded version of material presented at a 
Linefish Population Dynamics Workshop held in Cape Town in February 
1987. First the statistical procedures for fitting curves to data are 
discussed. The standard single-species approaches to analysis of 
fisheries catch and effort data, and of length (or age) composition 
data, are then developed. Tag-recapture methods, hook selectivity, and 
multi-species aspects are discussed briefly. The topics are presented 
in the context of making scientifically based recommendations for 
management given limited data, as is usually the case for a recreational 
line fishery. A checklist of standard analysis is suggested. many of 
which may be implemented using the microcomputer package PC-YIELD. A 
number of the analysis techniques are illustrated by application to data 
for the Natal elf resource. 

UITTREKSEL 

Hierdie handleiding bevat 'n uitgebreide weergawe van materiaal 
aangebied tydens 'n werksessie oor lynvisbevolkingsdinamika wat in 
Februarie 1987 in Kaapstad gehou is. Eerstens word die statistiese 
metodes vir krommepassing by data bespreek. Vervolgens word die 
standaard enkel-spesiebenaderings vir die ontleding van vangs-en- 
pogingdata, en van lengte-(of ouderdom-kamestelling ontwikkel. 
Merk-en-hervangmetodes, vishoekselektiwiteit. en multispesie-aspekte 
word kortliks bespreek. Die onderwerpe word aangebied in die konteks 
van die behoefte aan wetenskaplik gefundeerde bestuursaanbevelings 
gebaseer op beperkte inligting - gewoonlik die geval vir ontspamings- 
lynvisserye. 'n Kontrolelys van standaardontledings word aanbeveel. 
Verskeie hiervan kan aangewend word deur gebruik te maak van die 
mikmrekenaarprogram PC-YIELD. 'n Aantal ontledingstegnieke word 
gejillustreer aan die hand van Natalse elfdata. 



The Linefish Population Dynamics Workshop held in February 1987 was convened 

chiefly to rneet the need felt by biologists in the SANCOR brine Linefish 

Programne for expert guidance in the analysis of catch-effort. length and age 

data. It also provided a useful forum for in-depth discussion of the practical 

problems in such analyses encountered by scientists in this field, both with 

mathematicians and with fellow biologists. Discussion was focused in the main on 

two important topics: 

(i )  the theoretical background to fitting mathematical models to 

biological data sets for describing an underlying process. estimating 

the parameters of the models and using them to make predictions, and 

( i f )  the application of particular mathematical models to catch statistics 

data with a view to fishery management for optimal resource 

utilisation. 

This report is a formalisation of the discussions which it is hoped wiii provide a 

useful reference for the scientists concerned. To this end, it goes further than 

was possible within the time constraints of the Workshop itself, and includes 

aspects covered inadequately at the time or not at all. which are nonetheless 

relevant to the general problems of fisheries data analysis and of linefish 

management in particular. 

A characteristic of linefisheries, particularly recreational fisheries, is that 

usually only limited scientific information is available. For example, this may 

be no more than a time series of catch rates (CPUE - catch per unit effort) and 
mean masses, for only a sector of the complete fishery (e.9. angling 

competitions). The suggestions for analysis that follow have been made with 

these limitations in mind. Partly for the same reason, the fish population 

d y ~ m i c s  models presented are all of the "single-species" type, ignoring 

(explicitly1 that harvesting one species must in turn affect others with which it 

has biological interactions. This limitation is discussed further in Chapter IX, 

which deals with multi-species and environmental effects - potentially important 
(though as yet not well understood) aspects of linefishery management. 

As a guideline intended to facilitate the interpretation and comparison of 

results, a checklist of standard analyses and useful methods for presentation of 

linefish data is provided in Chapter VI, based on reccnnnendations agreed upon at 



the Workshop. k n y  of these analyses (discussed in Inore depth in Chapters IV and 

V) may be accooplished using the program PC-YIELD (Hughes and Funt 1988). which 

has been specifically designed for fitting curves to age-length data and 

performing yfeld-per-recruit analysis on an 1BR-cmtible personal ronputer. 

For ease of reference, therefore, the analyses available in PC-YIELD are indicated 

in this checklist, as well as in the text. where relevant. Theoretical 

discussion of curve-fitting in general, and sane associated practical suggestions. 

are given in Chapters I 1  and 111. while Chapters VIl and Vlll briefly cover the 

two special topics of tag-recapture rnethods and hook size analysis. 

For the convenience of readers, the docunent incorporates m s t  of the discussion 

contained in an earlier internal SANCOR docunent concerning the scientific 

information requirements for linefish management (Butterworth 1983). 
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11. FIlTING CURES TO DATA 

The f l t t l n g  of a curve t o  data polnts i s  an attempt t o  descrlbe mathematically an 

underlying blologlcal process, and I s  a useful technique i n  the s ta t l s t l ca l  

ana lys lsof  blologlcal data sets. B e f o r e a t t e n p t l n g t o f l t  acurve. however, two 

Inportant questions s h l d  be asked. These are: 

i what type (shape) o f  curve can best be f l t ted to the particular data 

set. and 

(11) what I s  the use t o  which the f l t t e d  curve i s  t o  be put. e.g. predlction. 

u t i l i s a t i o n  o f  the curve parameters estlmted, o r  conperlson wl th  other 

curves. 

Once these questions have been answered and the curve fitted, the adequacy o f  the 

flt should be evaluated and the model al tered i f necessary. A fur ther  Inportant 

consfderatlon I s  the precision o f  the resulting parameter estimates, as these are 

virtually meaningless without an associated measure o f  error. This i s  usuelly 

represented i n  the form o f  a standard error (s.e.1 or  coef f lc lent  o f  variation 

(C.V.). the la t te r  being the r a t i o  o f  the standard error t o  the mean, generally 

expressed as a percentage. 

Yhlch curve to fit and how t o  f lt It 

It must be emphasized that  the data polnts should always be p lo t ted before 

attempting t o  fit a curve t o  them. Not only does t h i s  make f o r  easler 

ldent i f fcat lon o f  the type o f  curve bhich should be f l t t e d  - It also f ec l l f t a tes  

ldent l f lcat ion o f  out l fe rs  and fnf luent la l  data points by vlsual Inspectlon. I n  

certain Instances a part icular  type o f  curve m y  be chosen on the basls o f  p r i o r  

knowledge of the underlying b l o l ~ i c a l  process. The Von Bertalanffy curve, f o r  

exemple. I s  derived f ran  a d l f fe ren t la l  equatfon which re f lec ts  the anabollc and 

catabolic contrlbutlons t o  the growth process i n  anlmals. 

The actual f i t t i n g  procedure depends on the use t o  which the curve i s  t o  be wt. 
If. fo r  exmple, one wfshes t o  predict  the dependent variable Y from a variable X. 

where X I s  known without error, a suitable technique would Involve minlntsatlon o f  

the sun o f  the squared vert ical  distances along the Y-axis o f  the data polnts from 

the f i t t e d  curve. The quantity t o  be minbnlsed 1s then: 



where y, is the expected value of Y (i .e. the value given by the curve) for each 

value of XI xi. This is known as predictive least squares regression. I f .  

rather than prediction however, estlmatlon of the parmeters of the relatlonshlp 

between X and Y is requlred. where each variable has an assodated observation 

error, a more appropriate technique would Involve mlnlmlsatlon of s a w  canblnatlon 

of both vertlcal and horizontal deviations of the data polnts f r m  the curve. 

Thls 1s known as functional regresslon analysls (see Appendix 1) .  

Any process of model-fittlng Implies certain assumptions regarding the 

dlstributlon of the data polnts about the resulting curve. For the least squares 

regresslon procedure above. these are: 

2 2 
a mean of zero, with variance or , wrltten el - N(o.~, ) 

2 2 
( 1 1 )  af = u . 1.e. the variance of the residuals is the same for all 

polnts I (hanoscedasticlty) 

(i I i) the residuals el are independent of each other. i .e. they contain no 
systematic trends. 

These assqtfons are inportant and their valldlty should be confirmed before 

contlnulng, for the following reasons: 

(1) normality Is requlred so that asmtotlcally (i.e. In the limit of a 

large nunber of data points), the parameter estimates are mini- 

variance estimates and are themselves each normally distributed. so that 

normal dlstributlon theory may be used to estlmate confidence Intervals 
.. 

( i l l  hanoscedasticity i s  required to obtain the "best" estlmate yi for any 

given xl, i.e. the estimate having the smallest variance 

( i i l )  the presence of systematic trends in the residuals Indicates that the 

chosen model Is a poor representation of the relationship between the 

two variables X and Y. 1.e. that addltional and unexplained non-randocn 

variation Is still present - the fit Is poor. 



- Checklng for a r t l le rs  end lnf luentlal observatlons 

Outliersareeasilydeteded i n a p l o t o f  ei versusxi. Str ict ly, theseare 

observatlons whlch are situated three or more standard devlatlons 0 3a) fraa the 

f i t t e d  curve and are considered atyplcal, warranting further investigation. 

(Note that ldentif lcatlon of  outl lers uslng th ls  cr l ter lon I s  not ent i re ly 

straightforward, as a i s  not known but has t o  be estimated fran the data set which 

includes the suspected outt ler polnt.) Whlle thefr exlstence may often be 

explained I n  terms o f  sampling or experimental error, they may alternatively 

represent genulne results which can provlde addltlonal information about the 

process being modelled. Rejection o f  an out l ier  i s  ultimately a subjective 

declslon which should not be made wlthout reasonable certainty that the suspect 

point Is, i n  fact, an error. 

lnfluentlal observations are data pofnts whose presence or absence makes a 

c r l t l ca l  difference t o  the parameter estimates for  the f l t t e d  model; such 

observations are more difficult t o  Identify than outllers. They are often not 

detectable from resfdual plots and may or may not be outllers. This I s  

I l lustrated in Appendix 11. A nunber o f  s tat is t ics  (e.g. Cook's dlstance) have 

been devised t o  test for  the existence o f  lnf luentlal observatlons I n  the case o f  

l fnear regression [see Draper and Smith (196611. A crude prel lmfnary test  can be 

made by deleting possible suspects In  turn and notlng the effect on estimated 

parameters and on conclusions drawn from the mcdel. The reason It i s  fnportant 

t o  identffy influential points i s  that their  existence Indicates that the f i t t e d  

mcdel Is  open t o  question, and more data In  the nelghbourhood of  the lnf luentlal 

polnts are desirable. 

- Checking for  m m l i t y  of  the residuals 

A slmple vlsual test for  normality provided by many stat ls t lca l  cawuter packages 

i s  the norm1 probabil ity plot; if the reslduals are normally distributed. t h l s  

p lo t  should show a strongly linear trend. The same resul t  can be achleved 

manually by plot t ing the residuals on normal probability paper. Devlatlons fraa 

n o m l l t y  o f  the reslduals are. I n  fact, d l f f l c u l t  t o  detect unless the data set 

Is very large; I n  practfce, however. these are generally less cruclal t o  the 

quality of  the f t t  than I s  the presence of a treod or o f  non-hanoscedastlclty In 

the residuals. 



- Checking for  honoscedastlclty of the reslduals 

Plotting el against GI i s  a useful technique here. as i l lustrated i n  Figure 1. 

[GI and not yi should be used, as el and yi are usual l y  correlated (Draper 

and S m i t h  1%6).1 If the reslduals have unlform varlance, polnts on th l s  p lot  

w i l l  be distributed I n  a horizontal band, showlng no trend. If a trend i s  

evldent, however. a transformtion rnay be required t o  produce haaoscedastfclty. 

e.g. If the residual varlance Increases u l t h  Gi as i n  Figure I(a1. a log 

transformation may be warranted. i.e. fo r  a Von Bertalanffy growth curve, for  

example. fit: 

Instead of: 

I n  Figure l(b) the effect o f  th ls  transformatlon on the reslduel p lot  can be seen. 

Also shown are curves representlng + 2 standard errors (s.e.'s) o f  the growth 

curve flt t o  the mean length-at-age fo r  both the transformed and untransfonned 

data. These standard errors were calculated using the Jack-knlfe procedure (see 

Chapter 111) and correspond t o  approximate 95% confidence Intervals for  the f l t t ed  

curve. Note that these confidence intervals are generally narrower for the f i t  t o  

the transformed data. part icularly fo r  the smaller ages, i l lust rat ing the 

improvecnent i n  precision obtained for hanoscedastic reslduals. 

This Improvement i s  also evldent for the estimates o f  the curve parmeters. For 

the untransformed data o f  Figure I(a), for  ewmple. = 0.104 with s.e. = 0.022. 
A 

while for the t r a n s f o r d  data o f  Figure I(b), c = 0.112 wlth s.e. = 0.016. 
, 

Visual inspection i s  often suff iclent t o  determine the type o f  transformatlon t o  

use, whlch depends on the nature of  the trend. After f i t t l ng  the transformed 

data, the reslduals should be plotted agaln t o  ensure that the trend has indeed 

been rmved. and additional t ransfomtfons made If necessary. A statistical 

test for the presence of a trend should be used - a linear trend, for exanple, can 

be detected by testing for a slgnlf lcantly nonzero slope i n  a regression o f  (el( 

against GI . A straight 1 ine fit t o  the nadul i o f  the residuals shown i n  Figure 

I(a) has a slope whlch Is  slgnif lcantly dlfferent from zero a t  the 5% level 

0.05 
(F48,2 = 9.549; P > 0.01). just i fy ing the application o f  a transformation t o  

the data. The slope o f  the fit t o  the moduli o f  the reslduals af ter  

0.05 
transformation [Fig. I ( b ) l  i s  no longer significant (F48,2 = 1.251: P < 0.05). 



Age x 

Length f 

A Yon Bertalanffy growth curve f i t ted'  t o  agelength data. and f t s  associated 
restdual Plot  (a) before transformation of y and (b) after log trensformatton. 
Dashed l lnes on the curve plots indlcate approxlmte 95% coof ldence I lmlts about the 
curves. Note the absence of trend tn the typlcal slze o f  the restduals for case 
(b), lndlcatlng that ~ s c e d a s t l c l t y  has been achteved. 
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Length 



I 

Independent variable x 

Flwre 2: Llnear lndel flts to data. end thelr associated rwldual plots. Note the clear 
systematic trmd in the latter for case tb). 



Independent variable x 



If the relatlonshlp between X and Y appears to be linear, however. 

homoscedastlclty Is often more easily achieved by the use of a weighted least- 

squares method of fittlng the curve. rather than by means of a transformation 

vhlch wlll Introduce non-linearlty. In thls case. each resldual Is weighted by 

the Inverse of the estimated variance GI2 at the corresponding point xi . 
assunlng that there are enough replicate observations at each xl to provide 

2 
estlmates of al which are reasonably preclse. 

- Checklng for independence of the reslduals 
The presence of a systematic trend In the residuals can be identlfled 

quantltatlvely uslng a statistical test for randormess such as the One-Senple Runs 

Test (Appendix 11 1 )  or the Ourbin-Watson Test [see Draper and Srnlth (1%6)]. 

although visual inspection of a plot of el against xi is often sufficient 

(Flg. 2). The nature of the trend should give an lndlcatlon of how the model m y  

be Improved to Incorporate the non-random variatlon - by lncludlng higher-order 
terms. for exanple, or additional predictor variables. The obvious trend in the 

residuals plotted In Figure 2(b). for Instance, suggests that a convex functlon 
may be more appropriate than a linear one In thls case; In contrast, the lack of 

trend In the residuals of Figure 2(a) Indicates that the linear form Is adequate 

there. 

Assessing the -1 lty of the f It 

A "better" flt In terms of a smaller sun of squared errors does not necessarily 

indicate that the process (e.g. growth) Is belng more accurately described. For 

example, It Is always possible to fit a polynanlal of (n-1)th degree to n deta 

points (having dlstinct x values), producing an error sun of squares of zero. 

This does not inply perfect characterlsatlon of the process, as any new data polnt 

will be extremely unllkely to fall exactly on the fltted curve. Thls Is a case 

of under-determination, i.e. the polynaRIa1 model has as rnany parmeters as there 

are data points. and the data will not be sufflclently precise to warrant fittlng 

a model with that degree of corrplexlty. 

Depending on the reason for flttlng the curve, one may choose to flt It to a 

certain subset of the data only. If. for exanple, Inferences about fish growth 

are requlred after a certain age t and not before, as In ylelbper-recruit 

analyses (see Chapter V) for age-at-first-capture. tc. there may be sane 
justlflcatlon for fitting only the relevant sectlon of the data. In thls 



sltuatfon, however. useful lnformatfon ebout the growth process m y  be dfscerded. 

resulting In parameter estlmtes with hlgher variances. On the other h8nd. if 

dlstlnct processes appear a prforf to be aperatlng over dlfferent ranges ofthe 

data set. flttlng a different curve to each Is sensible: the polnts at which such 

dlscontfnulties occur should be specifled beforehand, however. Figure 3 

illustrates a situation in which age-length data produce a poor fit to a Von 
Bertalanffy curve, while the straight Ilnes shown may l~ltlfnately descrlbe tuo 

dlstlnct processes operating at dlfferent stages of the growth of the anlmal. 

provided there Is reason to believe a prforf that age X represents the 

discontlnulty between them. Such a dtscontlnuity could be related. for exanple, 

to the anlmal reaching maturity, after which sane energy intake has to be 

allocated to reproduction, leavlng less available for growth. 

In sunnary, the following procedure Is suggested when testing for adequacy of fit, 

the order of the varfws tests corresponding to thelr relative inportance in most 

cases: 

plot the data. (xI.yl). the fitted curve. and the residuals - both (xi.ei) 
and ($l.elf 
check for systematic trends In the residuals; if these exist. the mdel 

requires modification 

check for outliers and influentlal observations and decide whether or not 

there is a valld basis for exclusion of any of the former 

check for homoscedasticlty of the residuals and, If necessary, transform or 

weight the data accordingly before re-fittlng the curve 

check for normality of the residuals; be wary of estimating confldence 

Intervals for the parameter estimates and of conducting hmthesls tests 

based on normal distribution theory, If this normllty assurptlon Is 

rejected. 

The PC-YIELD progran (Hughes and Punt 1988) provldes useful alds In choos lng and 

fitting an appropriate growth model. incorporating the procedure described above 

with the exceptton of the test for outliers and Influential observations In 13). 

Practical exanpies of curve-fitting, with ~rtlcular application to the Von 

Bertalanffy growth model, are also discussed by Hughes (1986). 





111. PREDICTIVE LINEAR AND H I N E A R  REGRESSION ANUYSlS 

introduction 

The linear ("straight line") model is represented by the equation: 

where the resfduets el meet the assurptions described in Chapter I 1  
2 

(1.e. el - N(0.a ). and the least squares method of fittlng this model requires 

minlmisation of the quantity: 

which i s  often referred to as the "sun of squares" (or SS) function. Formulae for 

the estimation of the Permeters and calculation of their associated variances and 

confidence intervals are given in Appendix IV . Whlle data transformations may 

produce a llnear model f r m  an essentially nonlinear relationship, they do not 

always yield an error structure which meets the required assurptions. In such 

cases, and others where no simple transformation to a llnear form is posstble, a 

nonlinear minimisation procedure must be used to fit a curve to the data. The 

nonlinear model is represented by the equation: 

2 
where el - N(0.a ) as before, and the function f(.) is nonlinear in the parameters 

P1..-..P,,,. The quantity to be minimised is then: 

Generally, no sinple formulae exist for the estimation of the parameters of such a 

model, In contrast to the linear case (Appendix tV1. Hawever, conputer packages 

are available which perform the mlnimlsation iteratively [uslng, for exanple. the 

method of Nelder and Head (1%5) or Powel (1%4)1. starting f r m  an initial guess 

at the position of the mlnfmun and successively inproving on this untii 

(hopefully) the true overall (global) mlnlmm is reached. The disadvantages of 

these methods include: 



(1) the mount of conputing time required. which can be prohibitive, 

depending on the closeness of the starting point to the final mlnimun 

(if it is found), the nunber of data points and the conplexity of the 

model. 

(i i )  the existence of local minima towards which the procedure may converge. 

and 

i l l )  cases of SS surfaces which are "fiat" in the vicinity of the minimum SS 

value, for which the iterative search procedure implemented by the 

computer package m y  terminate at parameter values sane distance fran 

those corresponding to this actual m i n i m  (this occurs when the 

available data contain inadequate information (or "contrast") to provide 

precise estimates of all the model parameters). 

The inportance of the initial guess is thus clear, and avoidance of these problems 

may dernand a prior1 knowledge of the vicinity of the global minimum. [For certain 

raodels it may be possible to rewrite or transform the equation to a form which is 

linear in the parameters. The parameter estimates corresponding to this llnear 

form are then readily obtained using the equations of Appendix IV. appropriately 

expanded if m r e  than two parameters are involved (Draper and Smith 1966. 

pp. 85-96); these estimates provide the initial guesses for the full non-linear 

mlnimisation process. In the special case of a Von Bertalanffy curve, the 

traditional "eye-fitting" method (Eleverton 1954) can be used to fit the data 

roughly and obtain an initial guess for the parameter estimates.] 

Identification of a m i n i m  as global or local is often difficult and in most 

cases intuitive. It is advisable to repeat the minimisation process several 

times from different starting points, noting whether convergence to the same point 

occurs. If so. this can be regarded as the global minimun with reasonable 

wnfidence. If no satisfactory m i n i m  point is fwnd at all, the curve may have 

more parmeters than can be estimated reliably from the data. Note that this is 

not the same as under-determination; rather it means that there is insufficient 

"contrastn In the data set for the effects of different parmeters to be 

distinguished. Nonconvergence due to too many indistinguishable parameters is a 

rornnon problem in fitting nonlinear curves to growth data. Uhen the data lie 

essentially along a straight line, for exanple, the iteration procedure may have 

difficulty estimating a parameter describing the curvature. A case in point here 

is the Von Bertalanffy growth curve: 



where Lt = length at age t 

t = asyrrptotic length 
c = growth rate pariwter 

to = age at zero length . 
Now, for [r(t - to)] << I this equation can be approximated as follows: 

where a = Lor and 0 = L_cto - i.e. by a straight line. For growth data which 

show little devlatlon fran a straight line, a and B and hence to will be readily 

detenlned. However. a nonlfnear minimisatlon procedure using the exact Von 

Bertalanffy equatfon wlll have dlfflculty dlstlnguishfng between *_and C. as the 

data only provide fnformation about their product (1-10 . It may therefore have 

trorrble flnding a mfnimun at all, or may even converge to a somewhat arbitrary 

point. These last two problems also occur In sltuations where the conputatlonal 

truncation errors "swap" the small differences In the sun of squares functfon as 

parater values are changed in the minimisation process. 

How m y  parmeters to use? 

The task of choosing an appropriate model to describe length-at-age data fran the 

extensive menu documented in the Ilterature is not a slnple one. Even once a 

particular model has been chosen. numerous rnethods of parameter estimation exist 

Ednd problems such as nonconvergence MY alSO occur. Schnute (1981) provides a 

new, canprehensive growth model whlch incorporates most of the curves comnonly 

used in growth studles as speclal cases (Awmdlx V). and whlch avoids many of the 

Problems of flttlng the standard curves in their fanlllar pariwterlsatlons. 

Schnute's set of curves has four statlstfcally stable parameters: a, b, L(tl) and 

Eft2). (In contrast. the paraneter L, in the Von Bertalanffy equation is 

statfstlcaily unstable. as It Is not well determined end may drlft to very large 

values In a mlnlmlsatfon procedure for growth data showlng llttle curvature.) 

Parmters L(tl) and L(t$ are we1 l-def ined. representing the length of a fish at 



tuo dlfferent, prespeclfled (and preferably well separated) tlnes (ages) for whlch 
data are avallable, and good Initial guesses are thus not a problem. The 

pwaneters a and b deterrnlne the basic shape of the curve [see Flgure A5.1(a)lr 

and the values obtalned by fitting Schnute's ewtlons provide Insight into the 

type of curve (perhaps one of the standard curves) that best flts the data, and 

thus the nuRber of parameters required. The confidence Intervals for these last 

two parameters may also gfve an indlcatfon of the type of curve to use. These 

can be calculated from the variance estlmates for a and b obtained by uslng the 

"bootstrap" or "jack-knife" re-sanpling techniques. discussed below. 

Reclslon of parmeter estlmates 

In the case of llnear regression, and where the assurptlons of normality, 

honascedasticlty and independence of errors are met, the parameter estimates have 

the Student's t dlstrlbutlon. so that If thelr variances are known, exact 

confidence intervals for them can be calculated and slgniflcance tests performed 

based on this distrlbution [see Zar (1974). pp. 205-2131. In the case of 

nonlinear models. on the other hand, it is seldom possible to calculate exact 

varlance estimates for the parameters a~lytfcally. These can be acquired 

qulckly and easily, however. using the jack-knlfe re-sanpllng method, which gives 

the standard error (see.) of a parameter p as follows: 

where p(j) Is the estlmate of p obtained when the jth data point Is omltted. and 

P(.) Is the mean value of the p(J)'s. If It I S  assuned that the estlmates of p 

have (asynptotfcally) a normal dlstrlbutlon. an approximate confldence Interval 

for p can be calculated and tests of slgnlficance performed, based on normal 

dlstrlbution theory. (The valldlty of the assurptlon of normality should 

strlctly be tested by simulation; for reasonably large w l e  sizes, however, the 

results should be adequate for most biological purposes.) Although easy to use, 

It has been noted (Efrm 1981) that the jack-knlfe procedure tends to produce s.e. 
* 

estlmates which are larger than thelr "true" values in certaln situations. The 

bootstrap method (see Appendlx V I )  is llkely to provlde more precise and less 

biased estimates. Both of these methods of varlance estimation are avallable In 

PC-YIELD (Hughes and Punt 1988). 



Accuracy of the adel 

The quality of the fit of a nodel is determined by the aawnt of systematic error 

it mtains; in general, the "discrepancy due to awroxlmatlonw. 1.e. 

approximation of the real process by a slnple equation, decreases as the nunber of 

parmeters increases. On the other hand. as the nunber of parmeters describing 

a given data set increases. so too do the sizes of the standard errors of the 

estimates of these parmeters. i.e. the "discrepancy due to estimation". The 

*total dfscrepancyW is the "sunw of the discrepancies due to estimation and 

approximation and Is a measure of the overall accuracy of a model - how well it 
represents. and can be used to predict. reality (Linhart and Zucchini 1986). The 

"bestw model is therefore the one having the smallest "total discrepancy", as 

illustrated graphically in Figure 4. 

As a general rule in marine fisheries studies, the smallest "total discrepancy" is 

wualiy found in models with tw to four parmeters only [see ccm~ents by Schnute 

(1985)l. Increasing the sanple size tends to shift the "discrepancy due to 

estlraation. to the right in Figure 4. allowing more parmeters to be estimated for 

a smaller "total discrepancy". 



IV .  ANALYSIS OF CATCH AND EFFORT DATA 

(I) Fishery b m g e m m t  in the Context of Sutplus Pmductlon )(odeis 

lhmgemnt objectives 

llanagffnent of a line fishery is generally directed towards the avoidance of 

overexploltatlon of the stock by f i s h e m  with otherwise unlimited eccess to the 

flshery, and at the sane time towards ensuring sustained maximal utillsation of 

the resource. The Interpretation of "optfmals resource ~a~gerneot, however, 

depends on the flshery concerned and the different grows exploiting it, as their 

objectives may be in conflict. For example. while the goal of a com~erclal 

fishery may be to l~xirnise yield in terms of the mass of fish landed, a 

recreational fisherman is usually more concerned to ensure high catch rates and 

the continued existence of the larger size classes of a specles (even if his 

fishing Is restricted to a short season to achieve this). 

What constitutes "overexplo~tatlonw? 

The tern, "overexploited" is often used rather loosely, without a clear definition 

of bhat is meant. A stock is usually considered to be biologically overexploited 

if its biomass drops below that level (HSYL) at which the rnaximm sustainable 

yield (HSY) is achieved, where the sustainable annual yield at any given blomass 

level is the catch which wfll atlow the blorness to return to that level after one 

year; this is equated in most mrxielllng calculations to the increase in the 

population fran that level over a one year period in the absence of fishing. The 

specification of HSYL for a given population, however, is rather arbitrary in the 

sense that it depends on the particular W e 1  used to describe its dynamics, and 

available data are usually inadequate to d!stlnguish between models with quite 

different nSYL8s. The Schaefer W e 1  (Schaefer 1954. 1957). for exenpie, 

specifies the nSYL as a population slze of 502 of the environmental carrying 

capacity. K, which is the average unexploited stock size. (Note that the word 

"average" is used because stock levels wfll tend to fluctuate even In the absence 

of h m  exploitation, due to enviromtal variability.) Although argunents 

exist whlch suggest that HSYL may be lower than this for the smaller sized pelagic 
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Figure 4: Behavlour of the curves representing (a) the error due to estimation and 
approxlmatlcn and (b) the total anount of error. as the nunber of model permeters 
Increases. for dlfferent sized data sets. 



species (tbcbi1 1980). In general it is probably wiser to act conservatively and 
adopt an MYL of 0.5K as the mininun safe biamss level. 

In a mixed species fishery one ideally wwld like each species harvested to be 

maintained at its own MSYL, but (even lgnorlng multi-species interaction 

carp1 ications) if f lshing effort cannot be precisely species directed, problem 

arise. The level of effort required to harvest (at RSYL) a species that is 

difficult to catch (low catchability coefficient q - see equation 4.2.1). may 

constitute substantial overexploitation of the more catchable species. Houever. 

rnanaging the overal i f fshery on the bas is of keepfng the species with the highest 

catchability coefficient at MSYL m y  be unrealistically restrictive, and wasteful 

of the other resources. It m y  therefore be necessary to adopt a management 

strategy whereby sane species will be overexploited. Other conservation measures 

may be possible in such circunstances; for example. the creation of reserves 

cwld be considered if these highly catchable species are non-migratory. 

A different approach towards preventing biological overexploltatlon is the use of 

the fishlng mortality F [the ratio of the (instantaneous) catch rate to the 

population size] as a measure of the degree of exploitation. In terms of the 
yield-per-recruit ncdel discussed in Chapter V, for exanpie. FmyR (sometimes 

denoted F-) represents the fishing mortality at which the kximun Sustainable 

Yield per Recruit is obtained. FoSl is used alternatively as a target fishing 

mortality level, FWti~tIiariY if FeyR is infinite, and is defined in Chapter V. 

Biological overexploitation is considered to have occurred if F exceeds whichever 

of FMyR or FOSI has been chosen as the target level . Maintaining F at a level 

less than the natural mortality rate ll of the stock has also been suggested as a 

rule of thunb for managing fisheries (Gulland 1971). although a value of F less 

than 0.3H has been proposed as being more appropriate following the analyses of 

Beddington and Cooke (1983). which take recruitment fluctuations into account. 

In contrast. however. Caddy and Csirke (1983) list assessments of a nunber of 

stocks for which the value of F corresponding to USY is estimated to be larger 

than n. 

This dlscusslon has thus far referred to "biological overexploitation" to drav a 

distinction from "eronaaic overexploitation". A resource is econanically 

overexploited if it Is depleted to a level below which it provides no eccmanic 

rent - essentially when catch rates have d r w w d  to the extent that the costs of 

fishing (including normal salaries) balance the revenue to be derived f r m  sale of 



the catch. so that the fishermen m longer make a profit. The bianass level at 

which econanf c overexploi tat ion occurs depends on econanic parmeters (prices and 

costs); it may be either above or below the biologically preferred KYL, and it 

will also change with time. Economic overexploltation is a concept mre 

pertinent to a comnercial fishery, however, than to a line fishery with a 

predominantly recreational character, and therefore further references to 

overexploltation in the following wlll inply biological overexploitation only. 

Models for surplus production 

tbdels which attenpt to provide a mathematical formulation of the net growth rate 

of a pcpulation as a function of its biomass are termed surplus production models. 

Note that these models assune that the single quantity bicinass is the principal 

determinant of surplus production, and that the effects of other factors such as 

the population's age- and sex-structure can be ignored. All such fnodels must 

sensibly respect three conditions: 

1) the growth rate at zero biomass is zero. 

i t )  the growth rate at carrying capacity (K) is zero, and 

i i f )  the growth rate is positive for sane part of the (0.K) biomass domain. 

An imnediate implication of this is that HSY (corresponding to the maximal growth 

rate) must occur at an HSYL less than K. In fact, any sustainable harvest regime 

requires a biomass level less than K, and hence also leads to a catch rate lower 

than in the pristine (unexploited) situation. Under harvesting, a certain level 

of stock decline (as far as, say. HSYL in terms of the dlscusslon above) Is 

inevitable and not undesirable. 

An example of a surplus production mode t fs the Schaefer model (Appendix VI I and 

Fig. 5).  for which HSY occurs at 50% of the carrying capacity. In this 

particular model, the relative (or per capita) net growth rate is always positive 

and a decreasing function of the biomass. This is referred to as "pure - 
conpensation", as the population always responds in a stabilising manner. 

increasfng per capita net growth rate if the b t a ~ s s  declines and vice versa. 

This may not be a realistic model for all populations. Figures 6 and 7 represent 

two surplus production models which incorporate different depensatory effects over 

sane part of the (0.K) W i n .  In Figure 6 the phe~lnenoo of "critical 

depensatlon" Is illustrated, in which the stock, once reduced below a critical 



Biomass (0)  

F l w e  5:  he SEhaefer model for surplus produdlon. Mote that the re lat ive net growth ra te  
(b) 1s always a decreasing functlon of the blcnass (.pure conpensatton-). 



Blomass (B) 

Flgure 6: A surplus productla, curve showing (a1 critical depensatlm and fbJ the 
mrrespondlnq relatlve net growth rate as a function of  blanass. Once the blaaass 
decreases below Bc . the pcpulation can never recover and goes to extinction. 
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Biomass (8) 

Flgurc 7: A depensatory surplus production curve (a) for a prey population with a 'predator 
pit-, end (b) the corresponding relatlve net growth rate as a functlm of blomess. 
h e  the stock Is reduced below Bp . the predators prevent it increasing 
bey- the lower of the two onexplotted stable equlllbrlun levels. B 

q' 



level Bc. camot recover and becomes extinct. This m y  occur in populations of 

widely spaced indlvlduals with a low reproductive rate, such as whales. The 

model in Figure 7 exhibits a "predator pit' In which the Prey popul&ion becaws 

"trapped" by Its predators. Under continued exploitation the population m y  be 

driven below biunass Bp. where its defence mechanisms against natural predators 

(e.g. forming large shoals) becane inpaired, and the attentions of these predators 
alone are sufflclent to depiete the resource still further. However, once the 

populatlon has dropped below Bq, it becanes too small to satisfy the requirements 

of  Its natural predators, which then switch to other prey. If the pc@ulation 

starts to recover, the predators wlll switch back. so that it becomes maintained 

by Its predators at a new, lower unexptolted equilibrim level, Bq. 

In applying surplus production models to fisheries data. it is usual to ignore 

phenanena such as those discussed above. Essentially, it is assuned that 

mfntalning the population above HSYL will prevent these posslble effects from 

becaning a concern. 

Although in theory a stock may be maintained at W Y L  by continually harvesting at 

a rate corresponding to the MSY. this Is not true in practice because its dynamics 

cannot be described accurately In terms of an exact (deterministic) functional 

relationship but contain, in addition. a randan ccmment due to envlromentai 

fluctuations. Further, these fluctuations, together with the sawling errors in 

the statistics derived from catch data, mean that even the average MSY value 

cannot be estimated exactly. but wlll have an associated estimation error. 

tiamgent strategies need to take into account the stochastic (randomly 

fluctuating) nature of a resource's dynamics and the imprecise estimates of its 

harvesting potential by continually monltorlng its status. 

The choice of a raanagement strategy involves a tradeoff between the rewards, in 

term of the rmnber and size of fish landed, and the risk of reducing the 

mpulatlon size. if not to extinction, to a level at which the surplus productlon 

(and therefore the sustainable yield) is substantially reduced. The simple 

strategy of a constant smallish quota is one with a relatively low risk; however. 
It also leads to smaller rewards than would a more adventurous pollcy of varying 

the quote depending on the assessed status of the resource. 



An exanple o f  t h l s  trade-off I s  pmvlded by slmulatlon model calculations o f  the 

consequences o f  dlf ferent harvesting strategies for  the South Afrlcen anchovy 

(Engraulfs japonfcus) resource by Bergh and Butterworth (1987). Flgure 8 

conpares the constant-catch strategy fo r  th i s  resource wlth one I n  whlch a f ixed 

proportion o f  the estlmated recruitment i s  caught each year (conditional on annual 

catches not changlng by more that 15% fran one year t o  the next, for  reasons o f  

Industrial stability). The la t te r  strategy show higher rewards a t  a l l  levels o f  

r isk  and Is  therefore superlor. but requires annual monitoring o f  the recruitment. 

whlch presents some practical d l f f l cu l t ies .  

A comnonly used management approach i s  I l lustrated I n  Figure 9. Here, a target 

bianass level which I s  conslderedto be the optimum, I s  specified (K/2 I n  t h l s  

case, 1.e. HSYL fo r  the Schaefer mdel), and a f ishing quota I s  set according t o  

the estlmated current blomass level. w l t h  the objective of  eventually stabl l lzlng 

the resource a t  the optimum level. The reconrwnded quota. Q. (also referred t o  

as the TAC - Total Allowable Catch) i s  glven by the equation: 

where HSYL i s  considered here t o  be the optinmi bi-ss and B* i s  the current 

biomass. When B* i s  below the optitnun level. a catch smal le r  than the 

corresponding optlmuo catch (IISY) i s  taken and vice versa. The advantage here i s  

that, natural fluctuations aside, th l s  strategy w i l l  ensure that the resource 

eventually stabll ises a t  the target biomass level. This procedure Is  equivalent 

t o  taking out a f ixed fraction o f  the current biomass each year, and Is  known as a 

"Constant F" (constant f ishing mortality) strategy, or as the "FnSyu strategy when 

the target blomass level corresponds t o  IISYL. Under the Bddltlonal assurption 

that CPUE (catch-per-unit-effort) i s  proportional t o  biomass, th i s  Is  also a 

constant fishing effort policy. customarily denoted as an "fHSyU strategy. if HSYL 

i s  the target blomass level. 

As a mans o f  reducing the effort in an overexploited flshery. closed seasons are 

often lnposed. Before such a strategy I s  lmfemented. however, an evaluatlon o f  

the reduction fn e f fo r t  t h i s  i s  l l ke ly  t o  achieve should be made. nethods o f  

estimating e f fo r t  I n  a linefishery are dfscussed i n  the following section. 



CPlparlson of rlsk and reward for two different harvesting strategles for -nt 
of the South Afrlcm anchovy stock: a constant-catch strategy and the m r e  
adventurcus strategy of a constant Proportlm of estlnated recruitment (after Berm 
and Butterworth 1987. Flg. 8). The latter shows hlgher rewards at all levels of 
rlsk. (The results were obtalned by lntegratlng over the Jolnt probeblllty 
dlstrlbutlons of model parameters as estlnated In 1986. and respect a 15% llmltatlon 
on Inter-awl quota varfatlon.) 



Flgure 91 The FnSy strategy (constant f lshlng mortal lty) for detcrmlnlng a serles of quotas 
whlch wlll eventually stablllse the stock at MSYL Is shown fw the Schsefer nodel. 
Q1 and QZ are the allmiable catches correswndlng to btaners levels B1 (balm HSYL) 
and B2 (above tlSYl.1 respcctlvely, in terns of thls strategy. 

Q2 

MSY 

Ql 

Biomass (8) 



Dete avalleble for analysis 

Data collected In Ilne flsherles for catch-effort analysls usually caprlse only 

relative lndlces of the catch and effort. i.e. statlstlcs (assured to be linearly) 

proportional to the absolute values. Thus: 

E = klER 

C = k2CR 

and W E )  = k3(C/EIR . 
where E = absolute effort 

= constants of proportionality 

2 2 / 3  = relative index of effort 
C = absolute catch by m s s  

CR = relative index of catch 

C/E = absolute value of CPUE 

(WEIR = relative index of C W E  . 
The above equatlons are only valld If the kl are constant over the time period 

spanned by the data serles. It Is, however, possible that effects such as 

changes In fishing leglslatlon, equipnent. etc. may result In the kl varying with 

tlme. 

A llnear relatlonshlp Is frequently assuned to exist between C W E  and biomass: 

A 
C/E = 98 (4.2.1) 

A 
where C/E is the expected (or average) catch-per-unlt-effort, q the catchablllty 

h 
coefflclent and 8 the biomass. For the same blanass level, C/E wlll dfffer fran 

the observed catch rate W E )  due to sampling varlablllty and fluctuations In 

catchability caused by changing environmental condltlons. The equatlons: 



Jr = = + c  c - ~(0.o~) 
2 

and C/E = qBeC c - N(0.o 

represent t w  models which are often used to incorporate a stochastic comw~,ent 

into the relationship between C W E  and biarnass to account for such randoln sapling 

and catchability fluctuations respectively. The second equation above has the 

advantage that observed C W E  values are necessarily positfve. 

In reality CPUE is proportio~l, not necessarily to overall abundance, but rather 

to local stock density. and even this relationship may not hold for certain types 

of fishlng operation (see, for example. Cwke 1985). Extrawlation to overall 

abundance involves the more stringent assurption of random fishing over the entire 

range of the resource. Fishing is often a decidedly non-random operation. but 

the need for the latter assunption falls away if the fish can be considered 

sufficiently while to conpensate for "gaps" caused by heavy localised effort. 

Alternatively. if fishing is restricted to only a part of the range of the stock. 

one needs to assume that the overall relative spatial density pattern remains the 

same from year to year. However, certain species may extend or decrease their 

range in response to abundance increases or decreases, thereby maintaining a near 

constant core area density; in such cases. C W E  trends from a fishery localised 

in the central high density region (or, similarly, one localised near the 

periphery of the range) would present a false reflection of  true changes in 

abundance. A knowledge of the total distribution of the stock in relation to 

that portion fished is therefore inportant. 

Given a time series of relative C W E  data (C/E)R, then, on the basis of the 

Schaefer model and assunlng CPUE proportional to biomass. a reduction of more than 

502 in this index over the period covered by the series is sufficient to lead to 

the conclusion that the stock is biologically overexploited. For example. 

Figure 10(a) shows the catch-per-hour of elf (Pornatomus saltatrix) in angling 

carpetitions off the Natal coast from 1956 to 1976. A linear regression fit to 

the downward trend of this CPUE index reveals that the index has fallen over the 

20 year period by 58% of its value at the start of the period, indicating that 

biological overexploitation has occurred. Such a conclusion fails. however, to 

take into account factors such as sampling variability and changes in the value of 

q due to envirormental fluctuations [see equations (4.2.2)l. Estimates of stock 

declines should always be quoted with an associated standard error tn the light of 



Time (years) 

ER (hours) 

Flgure 10: Relatlve WE trendrr with (a) time wd (b) relative effort for the Natal elf 
flshery. Awroxllaate 95% confidence Intervals ( 2  2 s.e.'s) m the curves are 
represented by dashed llnes In each case. 



these factors. Figure 10(a) also shows approximate 952 confidence Intervals about 

the' I inear trend f itted to the data; these have been calculated using the jack- 

knife technique (see Chapter I 11). The standard error of the percentage decl lne 

Is readily calculated by this procedure, yielding a result of 12% for the elf 

example considered. With the approximate 952 confidence Interval for the decline 

fran the 1956 estilnate thus spanning the range [34L 8231. the conclusion of 

biological overexploltation becomes less certain. 

Yhlle data are seldan available for the initial stages of exploitation. it is 

clearly inportant to obtain an estimate Of (C/E)R for the unexploited resource. 

as. in cases where a stock has been heavily depleted prior to the beginning of the 

data series, to regard a reduction of less than 50% in the C W E  index as an 

Indication that the stock is not overexploited, could constitute a serious error. 

A sinpie visual procedure which can be used in such circunstances to decide 

whether or not the stock is overexploited. provided a time series of (relative) 

total effort data (ER) is also available, is illustrated in Figure 10(b) for the 

Natal elf data for 1956 to 1976. Assuming a linear relationship between CWE and 

effort ( A w f x  VII), the vertical axis intercept of the regression line in this 

Figure provides an estimate of the C W E  for this resource when exptoitatlon 

carmenced. In Region I of the Figure. although the b i m s s  index is still greater 

than half its estimated unex~lolted level. EfR) i s  greater than EMy, so that more 

effort is being used than is required to maintain the stock at or above HSYL. As 

the effort remains above Emy. the stock eventually declines to below HSYL (Region 

11 )  and the resource becomes biologically overexploited. Quantitativelyt the 

estimate Of (C/E)UN. together with that for the "current" (i.e. 1976) CPUE 

obtained fran the regression line, indicate a C W E  decline of 722 (s.e. 11%) since 

the beginning ofthe fishery, i.e. the biomass is now estimated to be at (0.28 ? 

O.11)K. which is sfgniflcantly lower than K/2. This result is far more clearly 

suggestive of biological overexploitation than what is apparent front Figure IO(a). 

Even this procedure is open to question. however. in the main because the llnear 

relatlon between CPUE and effort holds only for equlllbriun situations (see 

Appendix Vll), while the resource abundance is changing with time. In cases of a 

decreasing C W E  trend with time [Fig. IO(a)]. the procedure will produce a 

Positively biased estimate Of Em=. Techniques exist to correct for this bias 
(Butterworth and Andrew 1984. Walters 1986). but in general the quality of 



linefishery data renders it questionable whether these wculd be wrth 

implementing. 

(C/EIR data for a recreatiml line fishery can be obtained f r m  angling 
canwtitlons and beach patrols. while ER can be estimated from beach patrols. 

telephone surveys, licence Issues and equipnent sales. 

Problems associated with catch-effort analyses 

The methods above rely on the assurption of a linear relationship between (C/EIR 

and stock size. However, various factors may lead to blas in estimates of 

population reduction based on this assurption. and it is Important to attenpt to 

identify and quantify such biases so that m r e  reliable inferences can be drawn. 

Some such factors are: 

- Species-direction of effort 

In order to obtain a reasonable estimate of the fishing effort applied separately 

to a nunber of different species, sane account needs to be taken of the fact that 

effort is not entirely random, but may be preferentially directed at certain 

species. for instance by choice of hook size, location, bait etc. One rule of 

thunb to define directed effort is to assune that if species A constitutes m r e  
than 50% of the catch for any appropriate sanpling unit (e.9. vessel-day). the 

associated effort is considered to be directed at A. The total effort on A over 

the time period of interest is then calculated as follows: 

0 where EA = total directed effort on A 

CA = total catch of A 

CAD = catchof Amadeduring timeof directedeffort. 

This is only one method of taking speciesdirection of effort into account. 

however, and although it should provide reasonable results for the m r e  abundant 

species. it is not particularly reliable for the less abundant ones. Very llttle 

effort will tend to be allocated as "directed" at the iatter species ln terms of 

this rule of thunb. so that the "directed" catch for each of them utll constitute 

only a very small fraction of the corresponding total catch. 



Another approach is to decide whlch specles were def lnitel y targeted. and whlch 

were possibly targeted, for each unit of effort; then, for any specles. 

celculatlons involving effort should be performed twlce, assunlng (1) dlrected 

effort = "deflnlte effortm and ( l i )  directed effort = 'deflnlte effort" + 
"possible effort". to see whether the two methods give substantially different 

results. In general, it is advisable to use m r e  than one method of taklng 

species-dlrectfon effects into account when calculating the tlme series of effort 

dlrected at a species. in order to gauge whether or not the choke of method mkes 

a substantial difference to estfmated trends. Two posslbi 1 ltles (corresponding 

to what m y  be near-extreme opposites) could be to compare the series obtained 

uslng equation (4.2.3) for determining the dlrected effort wlth that obtained 

assuning no species-dlrection of effort at all; if the resulting two series 

reveal very similar trends, specles-dlrection effects probably need not be of much 

concern. 

In a species-directed fishery where few individuals are caught (e.g. marlin). It 

m y  be possible to draw Inferences about C W E  even if canplete effort data have 

not been recorded. All that Is required is information on the dates on which 

each individual fish was caught, and the vessel mklng the catch. If catch data 

for each fishing trip are assuned to have identfcal and Independent Poisson 

dlstrlbutions, then the Catch-per-Gross-Vessel-Day (CWE) Is represented by the 

Poisson dtstrlbution parameter, A. From the avaflable data. the only index that 

can be calculated Is the Catch-per-Net-Vessel-Catchday (CND). 1.e. the average 

catch per vessel per day, counting only day-vessel cornbinatfons on which a catch 

was made (so that CND is necessarily 1) .  CPUE can then be estfmted from this 

statistic uslng the relation: 

C W E  = CND - I. 

The derlvatlon (Cooke 1984) for this formula is glven In Appendix VIll. 

- "Power factorsn 
The assunptlon that CPUE Is proportional to blanass over a perlod of time 

Inpllcltly requlres that consistent units are used to measure effort over this 

period, so that the catchabillty q remains constant in this context. Where this 

Is not the case. the Introduction of "power factorsn in the calculation of effort 

Is an attempt to quantlfy changes in the basic unlts of fishfng effort as gear 



becanes more efficient and fish-finding aids (e.g. sonar) becane available. A 

larger vessel. for exanple, wi 1 1 have a greater power factor than a smal ler one. 

and contribute more effort over the sane period of tlme. Procedures to evaluate 

power factors are available, usually based on nulti-linear regression models 

(Robson 1966). 

- Rod level saturation 
As the nunber of anglers on a stretch of beach increases beyond a certain limit. 

the probability per unit time of one of them catchlng a fish (to which the 

catchability coefflcient. q, Is proportional) decreases, resulting in smaller C W E  

values, which therefore provide a negatlvely blased index of abundance. This 

effect may be Insubstantial, however, when averaged over larger time and spatial 

scales. 

- Changes in spatial fishlng patterns 

Trends in spatlal fishing patterns may also produce apparent changes in q. Once 

catch-rates in prime fishing spots decrease, fishermen tend to move to previously 

unexploited areas. This may lead to average catch rates being maintained even 

though total resource abundance is declining. This situation is illustrated in 

Figure 11, in which the relatfonship between C W E  and biomass is not a straight 

line but a convex curve, and the assumpti,on of a llnear relatfonship for drawing 

inferences about the state of the resource could have disastrous consequences. 

Ideally, data should be stratified by area with an index of abundance in each 

region provided by the relation C/E a density. The total blomass is given by 

r(di Ail. where di is the fish density (per unit area) and A i  the area of 

region i. and this is indexedby ICAi(C/E)i]. Thisapproach, however. involves 

the estimation of many regional catch rates [the (C/E)i's]. so that the associated 

Increase in the "discrepancy due to estimationw may more than offset the 

reduction in bias. - 

- Changes In angler quality profile 

The basic unit of effort for anglers is the rod-hour. While rod efficiency is 

probably nearing its limit, variations in the prowess of different anglers 

certainly exist. These will not result in bias. however, if the proportions of 

anglers wlth different degrees of sklll remain constant. If the sklll profile 



F l ~ u r e  II: A llnear (1) andnonllnear (11)  relatlonshlpbctweenCPVEandblaness. Host 
effects whlch blas the llnear relatlonshlp tend t o  render It convex, as I l lustrated 
by (Ill. Note that  for (11) .  a decllne i n  abundance I s  not reflected as markedly 
by the drop I n  CPUE values. To base management recomnendetlons on the assunvtlon 
o f  I lnearlty, should (11) I n  fact apply, could have serlws consequences for the 
stock; a 50% d r m  I n  CPUE from I t s  unexplolted level corresponds t o  a stock level 
(BI1) well below K/2  i n  t h l s  case. 

K/2 K 

Biomass 



changes wlth t h e  though, artlflclal trends In CPUE as an Index of blaaass could 

result, e.g. an influx of Inexperienced anglers may lead to a decrease in the 

recorded CPUE although the stock abundance Is unaltered. It m y  therefore be 

helpful to m l t o r  angler quality proffle so that allowance for changes can be 

made. 

- FIsh dlstrlbutlonal factors 
A reductlon In population size may result either In a reduced stock density over 

an unchanged area, or the same denslty over a smaller area. In the former case, 

this will be reflected in the CWE lndex. In the latter situatlon, no decline m y  

be detected if fishing has been concentrated In the smaller area throughout the 

period; however, If the fishery has been operating on the periphery of the 

stock's range. even a small reductlon In blomass will result In a substantlal 

decrease in CWE. This enphasises the fact that monftoring CPUE alone may be 

lnsufflcient to detect overexploltatfon of a resource, as Illustrated In 

Flgure 11. 

Higation of sane percentage of the population may be misinterpreted as a change 

In resource abundance, because of the resultant effect on the CWE. It may be 

necessary to remove short-term (e.g. seasonal) trends from CWE time series data 

to avoid false conclusions due to this effect. Knowledge of the behavlour 

patterns of a species Is clearly Inportant In interpreting catch-effort data, and 

an attenpt should be made to Incorporate such information (sultabl y quantlfled) 

into analyses before conclusions are drawn concerning the state of a resource. 

Effort lndlces and beach patrols 

Beach patrols provide a practlcal means of monitoring effort In a llneflshery. 

An Increase in relatlve effort. ER. of 30% (s.e. 10%) for Natal beach fishing 

between 1978 and 1982 has been estimated (Hughes 1985) f r m  data obtafned from the 

Natal Parks Board beach patrols. The 95% confidence 1 lmlts on thls flgure 

enconpass a large Increase in relatlve effort of 501 (whlch would certainly be a 

cause for concern and is posslbly fndlcative ofthe need for restrlctlve 

management actlon), and a 10% increase whlch Is of llttle consequence in a 



rnanagernent context. This exanple illustrates the inportance of the degree of 

precision cbtainable when using data sets such as those acquired f r m  beach 

patrols to estimate fishing effort trends. For meaningful results, the degree of 

uncertainty should always be quantified, and an attempt rnede to improve the 

precision of the estimates. Preciston may be increased by stratification of the 

data to take account of patterns due to seasons, weather, tides, holidays and 

weekends, for exanple. Other factors which may influence the amount of fishing 

effort expended, and hence affect estimation precision, should also be 

investigated and wherever appropriate incorporated into the analysis. 

Special problems relating to beach patrols encountered during the Natal beach 

fishing study (Hughes 1985). serve to illustrate the need for careful 

consideration when choosing an index of effort or CWE. The index of relative 

effort (ER) used in prior analyses of these data was based on the nmber of rods 
counted during a single patrol. This index proved to be inconsistent from zone 

to zone, however. as distances covered per unit time differed substantially both 

within and between zones. A more accurate index in thls situation is the nunber 

of rods per length of patrolled beach, which is then multiplied by the total 

length of the zone. 

CPUE indices obtained from beach patrols during this study also proved to be 

problematical, as illustrated by the following exmple. If 10 anglers fish for 

10 hours each, or 100 anglers fish for one hour each during the sane 10 hours, the 

average effort level reported will be (quite correctly) 10 units. The catch 

reported to the patrol by the 10 fishermen in the former case, however, will be 10 

times that of the "average" 10 in the latter case. Obtaining an accurate measure 

of CFUE therefore also requires knowledge of the time spent fishing by each 

angler, either acquired in situ by direct questioning (usually impractical) or 

(preferably) from an independent survey of the distribution of fishing times on 

different beaches. 
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V. ANALYSIS OF LENGTH COWQSITION DATA 

M e l s  and management methods based only on catch and effort date are of an 

enpirical nature. A different type of model frequently used in fisheries 

assessment and management is the "analytic model". which attempts to represent 

some of the underlying biological processes occurring. such as the birth. growth 

and death of an individual fish. For many linefisheries, effort data sets may 

not be available, but even if they are. implications for management may be 

difficult to infer from them due to uncertainty about the magnitudes of the 

possible biasing factors discussed in the previous chapter. It is therefore 

important to evaluate the avaiiable biological data and interpret these, using 

analytical mdels, in terms of their implications for management. 

The principal underlying concept of analytic models in their application to 

management is that the greater the fishing pressure on a resource, the shorter the 

period any single fish is likely to live, and so the smaller and lighter the 

average fish caught will become. Frequently, some information on the mass or 

length distributions of the fish caught will be available; most methods of 

analysis are based on the age distribution of the catch. so that it is necessary 

first to convert the mass distribution to length (via a mass-length relationship) 

and second, the length distribution to age, using one of the methods discussed in 

the following section. 

Most fish species have distinct spawning seasons. usually one per year. It is 

therefore custanary to divide the catch (and also the population) into "age- 

classes". which may be fairly broad in terms of the range of true birth-dates 

included. For simplicity, however, all fish are ass- to have been born on the 

same day of the year, so that a fish, once captured, is assigned to the 2-year-old 

class if it has passed its second but not its third birthday, for exanple. A 

"cohort" is a group of fish born in the same spawning season. and therefore 

regarded as having the sane birth date. Thus, at a given time. a population 

consists of the 1979-cohort (or 1979-year-class). the 1980-cohort. and so on. As 

the years pass, a particular cohort m v e s  from one age-class to the next, with its 

nunbers being depleted continuously by fishing and by natural mortality due to 

factors such as disease and consurption by predators. 



Trensformation of length dlstrlbution to age distribution 

Length distribution data can be converted to estimates of the age distribution of 

the catch by a nunber of methods which Include the following: 

Allocate a single age to each length-class in the length distribution 

histogram, using the length-at-age given by. say, the Von Bertalanffy 

equation, and then s m  for each age. (This is the crudest approach. and 

care should be taken when fltting a slnple form such as the Von Bertalanffy 

growth curve to a wide range of ages, as this may produce unreliable 

estimates for certaln ages-at-length, particularly for the younger age 

classes.) 

Polymodal analysis. This technique is based on the interpretatlon of 

"btmps" in the length distribution as different cohorts. and various more 

or less cuwlicated methods of implementing it are available (see, for 

exanple. MacDonald and Pltcher 1979. Schnute and Fournler 1980). A set of 

normal distribution curves, for exanple, may be fitted to the length 

distribution, or fnformation from a fitted growth curve (e.9. Von 

Bertalanffy) incorporated. 

The use of an age-length key. which provides an estimate of the age 

dlstrlbutlon for each length-class (see Appendlx 1x1. As the key depends 

on relative cohort strengths as well as on the growth curve, an age-length 

key for one year may not be applicable to other years. Figure 12 shows the 

(hypothetical) percentage of fish in each of three age-classes which fall 

into length-class it.%'] on a Von Bertalanffy growth curve In a particular 
year. Even if the distribution of length-at-age is assuned to be constant 

over the, relatlve cohort strength factors will change the key from one 

year to the next. For exanple, if in year 1 the sizes of the cohorts N2. 

N and N4 are LOO. 30 and 10 respectively. the age-length key entries for 3 
this length-class are 67% (age 21, 30% (age 3) and 3% (age 4). If. due to 

good recruitment. these cohort sizes change the following year to 200. 30 

and 10 respectively, the corresponding age-length key entries then become 

80% (age 2). 18% (age 3) and 2% (age 4). Note also that two factors 

contribute to the distribution of length at age: flrstly. all lndlvlduals 

do not necessarily follow exactly the same growth curve and secondly. 

individuals from the same cohort are not all born simultaneously (as 



Flgure 12: Age-length keys: the shaded areas superlnposed on the growth curve represent the 
pcrccntags nunber of flsh fa1 l lng Into each of three age-classes of sizes N 5 ,  Nj and 
N.4' M l c h  ccmprise the length class [t ,tv].  



saaetimes has to be assuned when plotting growth data); Instead their 

births are spread over a spawning season whose tlme and duratlon may vary 

from year to year. Thls second factor may result in a length-at-age 

distribution whlch is not constant over tlme. Thus, it is quite posslble 

that (as in Figure 12) the largest fish in the 4-year-old cohort, for 

exmple. are hardly bigger than the largest in the next youngest cohort. 

Virtual Papuletion Analysls (VPA) 

VPA is a technique used to estimate cohort strengths and fishlng mortality F, and 

requlres that a mtrlx of catch-at-age data (in nuters) Is available. The 

original size of a recruiting cohort (No) @st have been greater than the total 

catch (or "virtual population") taken subsequently fran that cohort, 1.e.: 

where No = original nunber of fish in cohort 

Ca = catch of fish of age a (in nunhers) fran that cohort. 

Assuning further that, in the absence of fishlng, a cohort declines exponentially 

with time due to natural mortality, then: 

N(t) = ~ ~ e - ~  cr( (which follows from = -tlN ) (5.1) 

where N(t) = nunber of fish at time t 

No = n m r  of fish at t ime t = 0 (original size of cohort) 

tl = natural mortality rate. 

For the pulse-fishing approximtfont In which It is assuned that all fishlng 

takes place Instantaneously at mld-year, and that all fish are born at the 

beginning of the year, the nunber of fish remaining 6 years (for exanple) after 

blrth. N6, is given by: 

where is the population size on which fishing takes place. and the final 
- 
e n/2 factor represents the decline due to natural mortality for the balance of 

the year. 



Alternatively, for  fishing throughout the year, If it i s  assuned that the catch 

rate Is  proportional to  population slze: 

the governing dl f ferent lal  equatlm b-s: 

Generalislng t o  a l l  years (y) and ages (a), where the fishing mortality m y  vary 

for the different age-grwps i n  any particular year. the solution t o  these 

differential equations is: 

where Ny.a = mrnber o f  f i sh  of age a a t  the start o f  year y 

F = f l s h i n g r n o r t a l i t y o n f i s h a g e d a i n y e a r y .  
y,a 

where C = catch o f  f i sh  aged a i n  year y . yta 

Given estlmates either o f  terminal cohort nunbers or  o f  terminal fishing 

mortalit ies (nunbers of, or flshing m r t a l l t l e s  applied to. f i sh  i n  the oldest 

age-class sanpled, for each cohort). these equations can be used, working 

backwards. t o  calculate a l l  earl ier F's and N's. [The results from VPA are 

crucially dependent on these terminal estimates. For cumnercial fisheries, they 

are most often determined by a technique known as ad hoe tuning, whlch rel ies on 

the aval lab l l i ty  o f  (usually) a time series o f  (relative) e f fo r t  values. t o  which 

the f ishing mortalities are ass& t o  be related fcustonrarily l inearly 

proportional). For lfneflsherles, even th l s  procedure may not be viable. and a 

cruder set of assunptions rnay be required, as i n  the exarple discussed i n  the 

following section. (It should always be remembered, however. that conclusions 

drawn, part icularly as regards trends. remain dependent on t h l s  cruder set o f  

assurptions.)] 

The solution o f  the VPA equations (5.3) and (5.4) above i s  not straightforward. so 

that approximations are often used t o  make the calculations easier. Two such 



epproximatlons are those of Pope (1972) (the pulse-flshlng sltuatlon discussed 

earlier). and a slightly more accurate version proposed by MacCall (1986): 

. . Pope (5.5) 

The accuracy of these approximations should be quite adequate for lineflshery 

applications. The wuatlon chosen is used, again working backwards, to obtain 

NY,, values. given estinates of terminal cohort nmbers. Fishing mortality 

estimates then follow frcm the equation: 

- Applicatloo of VPA to the species Pomatomzs sal tatrix (elf) 

VPA requires data for the total catch-at-age of a species over a period. Such 

data are not available for the elf off Natal. What is available, however, are 

catch-at-age figures for elf taken in Natal angling competitions. which are given 

In Table I (Van der Elst, pers. cunn.). It Is still possible to apply VPA to 

these data. provided the assunption can be made (within reason) that the ratio of 

angl lng conpetition f ishlng effort to total fishing effort remained constant over 

the period considered. If this asswtion holds. the VPA will provide correct 

estimates for fishing mortality and relative year-to-year recruitment and biomass 

levels. The absolute recruitment and biomass estimates. however, will be 

incorrect; they need to be scaled upwards by the inverse of the effort ratio 

mentioned above, a value not yet well known. Thus, the values in Tables 3 and 4 

following are reliable; the "numbers of fishn in Table 2 need to be adjusted by 

an unknown ~luitiplicative factor. 

The following further assunptions have been made to carry out the VPA: 

ti = 0.4 

Ny.ll = 0 

N1977,a = O for a 3 7. 

The nvnber of fish in each age-class for the 

1972, calculated using Pope's approximation, 

cohorts recruiting in the years 1956- 

is given in Table 2. The reason 



that the post-1972 cohorts have been excluded from this Table is the absence of a 

basis on which to set the corresponding terminal cohort nunbers: the assupptlon 

Of N1977,a = 0 for a < 7 would be unrealistic. These figures are then used to 
calculate the corresponding values for F (Table 3) from equation (5.6). 

yta 

Uhat pertinent conclusions can be drawn from these calculations? The coefficfent 

of variation of the annual recruitment values is 24%: thls information can be 

used in simulation models to check how low the resource is likely to be driven 

under a particular target fishing mortality in the presence of natural recruitment 

fluctuations. Greater care needs to be taken with populations showing larger 

recruitment fluctuation because of the danger of the spawning bicinass dropping to 

a very low level following periods of poor recruitment. Knowledge of the extent 

of this variability is also required to assess the usefulness of the average mass 

of fish caught (m) as an index of the level of flshlng mortality (see discussion 

on yield-per-recruit analysis following). 

Also of interest are trends in recruitment and in fishing mortality with time. 

Two series of fishing mortality values for elf, averaged over different sets of 

ages, are shown in Table 4. Note that the first of these data sets suggests a 

decreasing trend in fishing mortal ity over the 1959 to 1972 period, although no 

such trend is evident when the mortalities for ages 3 and 4 only are considered. 

The two average values of F, however, are 0.74 and 0.92. which are high compared 

with the recannended guideline of F < H (here H = 0.4). Nevertheless, the 

recruitment series shows no marked trend. suggesting that the high fishing 

mortalities have not inpalred recruitment success over the period considered. It 

is important to remember. however, that these conclusions depend on the 

appropriateness of the assunptions made for the terminal cohort nunbers in 

initiating the VPA calculations. 

Mcdelling the catch-curve to find F - an alternative analysis of age date 

When only limited information (or even none at all) is available on the age 

structure of the catch for certain years. the application of VPA may not be 

possible and an approach is required which can extract pertinent Information 

(particularly an estimate of the fishing mortality) from the available age data 

accunulated over a period of several years (or perhaps a nunber of such periods). 

Further. VPA requires not only age-distribution data, but estimates for the total 



TABLE 1: Observed catch-at-age in nunbers for P. saltatrix (Van der Elst 

CATCH-AT-AGE 

YEAR 

1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1x1 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
I966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 



PEI 
ZB I 
08 1 
9LZ 
OOE 
ZEE 
L I E  
EE I 
LP I 
ES 
VL 
OL 
85 
55 1 
SO I 
PSI 
08P 
8EP 
€19 
PIP 

S'hN 

LSL 
SLS 
SZ9 
ZEOI 
889 
ZZL 
889 
699 
6LP 
E9E 
989 
109 
lLIl 
ZES 
ZSL 
858 
8821 
99E1 
OEII 

V A N  

LL61 
9L61 
SL61 
tL61 

ELZZ EL61 
ZLPI ILPE ZL61 
1962 SSBZ IL61 
lSIE EIOS OL61 
5602 BOZS 6961 
LS91 ISEE 8961 
90PZ ZEOE L%1 
E96E 088P 9961 
€012 PLP9 S%1 
IPS2 Z19E 9961 
9581 8Z1P €961 
EEOZ P91E 2961 
9022 90ZE 1961 
6961 ZLLE 0961 
6892 SBEE 6561 
PPEZ OIPP 8561 
PlLZ SZ8E LS61 
L60E ZL6P 9S61 



TABLE 3: Estimated fishing mortality-at-age for P. saltatrix from VPA 
(Pope's approximation). 

F 1 SH 1 NG MORTAL I TY-AT-AGE 

YEAR 

1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

Note: " - "'s indicate that F values cannot be determined from the data 
available in Table 2, or are infinite as a result of the zero 
terminal cohort size assumption. 



TABLE 4: Sunnary of mean F values for P. saltatrix obtained fran Table 3. 

MEAN F-AT-AGE 

YEAR A B 

average : 0.742 

A - average over all defined F values 
B - average over F 

y.3 and F%4 



catch every year. which are seldorn available for a recreational fishery, so that 

an alternative method becomes a necessity. Such methods model the "catch-curve". 

which is a plot of catch in nunbers (Ca). usually sunned over a period of several 

years. against age [a). 

Two processes contribute to the shape of the catch curve: the first is the age 

structure of the resource under exploitation, and the second is the pattern of 

fishing mortality with age. which is called "selectivity". A changing 

selectivity with age represents a situation in which the age composition of the 

catch does not rnatch that of the population. This can occur. for example, if the 

net mesh-size used a1 lows the srnal ler (younger) f lsh to escape, if the hodc size 

is too large to catch the smaller fish. or if the population tends to be 

geographically stratified by age with the fishery concentrated on certain strata 

only. 

For sinplicity, assune that the fishing pattern does not change with time. 

Selectivity is then defined by the equation: 

where Sa = age-specific selectivity (i.e. partial recruitment) at age a 

F = fishing mortality on fully recruited (Sa = I )  cohorts in year y . 
Y 

Assuning further that fishing mortality is proportional to fishlng effort. this 

equation may be written: 

where q = catchability coefficient 

E = effort in year y. 
Y 

In cases where the dominant selection effect is the avoidance of young f ish, the 

selectivity curve will have an oglve shape as illustrated by curves (b) and (c) in 

Figure 13. Cc&ining this with the generally decreasing nunber of fish with age 

in the pcpulation as a whole, produces a catch-curve showing an initial peak 

followed by an exponential-like decline. as exhibited by the accunulated data for 

Natal elf In Table i (Fig. 14). 

Ibdelling the catch-curve requires a model for the selectivity function. Sa- me 
Slimiest assunption is that of "knife-edge" selectivity: no fish are caught below 



the age-at-first-capture t )  whilst above this age they are equally available to 

flshermen, Independent of thelr age (see Figure 13). This assurption is Often 

nade for yield-per-recruit analyses (see following section), and is written: 

Under these circusstances (and condltfonal on the further assunptfon that 

recruitment remains constant with time, discussed at the end of this section), the 

catch-curve will show an exponentlal decline whose slope is determined by the 

total mortality rate Z. where Z = (F + H) and F is sane average of the Fys5 for 

the period under consideration. Even if the knife-edge seledivlty assunption Is 

not satisffed, this relation between the total mortality and the catch-curve slope 

still holds provided that only those ages above the age at full recruftment (af) 

are considered. where af is defined by the relation: 

S = I  a for a > af . 
The total mortality rate (2) is usually estimated f r m  the slope of the linear 

regression of Ln(Ca) against age (for a af). and an estimate of F is then 

obtalned by subtracting H. However. this procedure tends to produce 

substantially biased estimates of Z if the nunbers caught at any age Included In 
the regression are low. A statistically superior estimator for Z (Chapnan and 

Robson 1960. Cooke and Beddington 1981) whlch overcomes this problem Is: 

wlth approxlmte 95% confidence limits: 

where af is the age at full recruitment defined above 

Z Is the mean age of all fully recruited fish sanpled (i-e. with age 

a a af) 
N is the nunber of fully recruited fish sapled (1.e. excluding any 

fish caught with ages a < af). 

[This formula for confidence limits may Indicate greater levels of precision than 

actually pertain, because It depends on the assurptims of the underlyfng model 



F l w r e  13: Three selectlvlty curves, [a)  rcpresentlng knlfe-edge selection wlth conrtant 
asusceptlbl l l t y  t o  f lshlng gear after the age-at-f lrst-capture, tc, whl l a  (b) and 
(c) show more general ~ e l e c t l v l t y  functlons o f  the loglstlc fom whlch depend on the 
parameter 6 [see equatlon (5.7) 1. and for whlch a, represents the age a t  50% 
selectlvlty. 

/ 
small 6 



Flgure 141 Accwla ted  e l f  catch-by-age I n  Natal angllng ccnpetltlonr frm 1956 t o  1976 - the 
"catch-curven. 



being met exactly. I n  real i ty ,  the annual variations i n  recruitment. f i sh ing 

m r t a i i t y a n d n a t u r a l  m r t a l f t y m y n o t  benegl lg ib lywnal l .  Amorerea l l s t l c  

variance estlrnete m y  be provlded by the Jack-knife approach (Chapter I I I). using 

eciuation (3.6). fo r  which the c m l e t e  set o f  age data f ran each year i s  treated 

as the sampling unit.] 

Table 5 gives the results o f  sanple calculations o f  f o r  the Natal e l f  data, 

uslng the tm, methods described above. Two dlfferent values of tc and af are 

used, t o  provide an indication o f  the sens i t iv i ty  o f  the methods t o  the values 

chosen for  these parmeters. The standard errors o f  f o r  the second rnethod 

[equation (5.811 are noticeably small and are. i n  fact. considerably smaller than 

the dlfference I n  the estlmates themselves produced by changing the value o f  af. 

In such a case the ronrnents o f  the preceding paragraph wwld appear t o  be 

relevant: the assuwtions o f  the underlying model are being violated and the 

error estlmates are therefore not rel iable. The estimates o f  F i t s e l f  uslng 

eqoation 15.8) are s imi lar  t o  those deduced from VPA (see Table 4). suggesting 

that  t h l s  estlmation procedure may nevertheless be superior t o  the m(C) vs age 

regression. which yields much lower estimates o f  F. It should also be noted that  

estimates o f  F increase when either tc or  af i s  changed from 3 t o  4. suggesting 

that  3-year-old e l f  are not f u l l y  recruited (available) t o  the fishery, 1.e. 

s, < I .  

A potential problem with the above approaches i s  that  a considerable f rac t ion o f  

the data may be discarded as a resu l t  of res t r i c t ion  t o  ages a 2 af, SO tha t  the 

resultant estimate o f  F may have poor precision. lmroved precision may be 

achieved by tak ing the f u l l  range o f  available age data in to  account, but t h i s  

requires a more rea l i s t i c  model o f  se lec t iv i ty  than the knife-edge approximation 

of equation (5.7) above. A m r e  f l ex i b l e  functional form which has the ogfve 

shape i s  the logist ic :  

where ar i s  the age corresponding t o  50% se lec t iv i ty  (50% recruitment) 
6 i s  a p a r m t e r  related t o  the age range over whlch the 

se lec t iv i ty  changes from values near 0 t o  values near I . 
As 6 tends t o  zero, t h i s  function approaches the knlfe-edge selection case [curve 

(a) i n  Figure 131. 



The catch-at-age vector (Ca) can norr be expressed approximately as follows: 

1.e. Ca i s  related t o  the se lec t i v i t y  f o r  f i s h  o f  age a (Sa). the f ishing 

mortal i ty F and the nunber o f  f ish surviving t o  age a. [Note that  f o r  t h i s  model 

o f  select iv i ty,  as age increases. SaF approaches F. so that: 

i.e. the p l o t  o f  tn(C)  against age has a slope equal t o  -(H + F) f o r  large age.] 

The conplete catch-curve i s  then f i t t e d  t o  equation (5.10). where Sa i s  given by 

equation (5.9). Now. however, three Parmeters (F. ar and 6) must be estimated 

from the data instead o f  only one (Z i n  equation 5.8); thus, even though more 

data are available. the ul t imate precision o f  the estimate o f  F may not inprove 

because o f  the additional parameters requir ing simultaneous estimation f ran  the 

data. 

A l l  of the procedures described above f o r  estimating F are based on the additional 

assunption that  there i s  no tenpwal trwd in recrultmmt. If there i s  an 

increasing recruitment trend over the period considered, the estimate o f  F w i l l  be 

posi t ive ly biased. Hore seriously. a low estimate o f  F (suggesting that  the 

stock i s  not i n  danger o f  overexploitation) could be only a re f lec t ion o f  a 

decreasing trend i n  recruitment. 

Determination o f  the appropriate age-at-first-capture f o r  a part icular  stock 

involves a trade-off between two factors: the Increase i n  mass o f  an individual 

f i s h  as it gets older, and the para l le l  increase in the probabi l i ty  tha t  it w i l l  

be eaten by a predator. The Beverton-Holt &el describes t h i s  trade-off in 

terms o f  the yield-per-recruit. which can be translated in to  t o ta l  y i e l d  under the 

asslnption that  recruitment i s  constant from year t o  year. (This I s  a i lmi ta t fon 

o f  the model. I n  that  ef fects such as possible recruitment f a i l u re  due t o  

depletion o f  the spawning biomass under heavy f i sh ing  morta l t ty  are not  

incorporated.) 



Assuning knife-edge select ion operating at the age-at-f lrst-capture, tc. it 

follows that the nwber N remaining in a cohort at a time t after birth is: 

here R = recruitment (at birth), i.e. 0-year-class strength 

t c = age-at-f irst-capture . 
Using the standard Von Bertalanffy growth model with the assunption that the mass 

of a fish. w(t). Is proportional to the cube of its length, L(t). gives: 

Now. under steady-state assumptions, the total yield ( Y )  in any year f r m  a1 1 

cohorts Is the same as that from a slngle cohort over its thole lifetime. i.e.2 

Y = 1 FN(t).w(t)dt . 
tc 

Evaluation of this expression (Appendix X )  produces the Bevertm-Holt equation for 

the yield-per-recruit as a function of flshing mortality and age-at-first-capture: 
,- 

and the average mass of each fish caught: 



The canblned assurptions of a Von Bertalanffy growth curve and mass proportional 

to length cubed are usually used because they produce a simple formula for yield- 

per-recruit in tern of F and tc. The analysis may be conducted for alternative 

growth curves and mass-length relationships (Hughes and Punt 1988). and also for 

non-knife-edge selectivity, but In these cases nunerical lntegratlon procedures 

(e.g. Simpson's Rule) may have to be utilised. 

Plotting Y/R against F for a given value of tc facilitates determination of the 
maximum yield-per-recruit and the corresponding fishing mrtality FnSyR. 
alternatively termed Fmx. This is not necessarily. however. the most 

econanically practical level at which to stabilise fishing effort. In Figure 

15(a), for exanple, in order to achieve HSYR when tc = 4, an infinite F and hence 

an infinite fishlng effort would be required. In this case FO., (see following 

section) may be a more appropriate target fishing mortality level. 

The value of tc should be chosen carefully. If tc < tm (age at 50% maturity). 
the spawnlng bimss-per-recruit (SB/R) approaches zero as F becames large [see 

Figure 15(b)l. Recruitment may be inpaired once SB/R drops below a certafn 

(imprecisely known) critical level, probably somevhere between 202 and 502 of its 

average unexploited level. On the other hand, if tc > tm. SB/R approaches a non- 
zero limit for large F; this does not alone. however, necessarily constltute 

sufficient protection against overexploitation, as: 

I) this non-zero limit may nevertheless be below the critical level 

necessary to maintain pre-exploitation recruitment levels of the stock. 

i i )  heavy fishing reduces the effective nllmber of year-classes in the 

population. making it less stable in the face of recruitment 

f luctwtions and 

i i i )  when F is large. "growth overflshing" (a poorer yield as a result of 

catching too many fish before they have had a chance to grow 

sufficiently) may still occur in species for which Y/R is a decreasing 

function of F for large F. 

It should thus be clear that a management strategy based entirely on the setting 

of mininun size limits above the age at maturity will not necessarily provide 

sufficient protection for the population; further, a yet smaller mlnlnun size 

l lmit than this may be more appropriate In certaln clrcwtances. What Is 

Inportant in making management decisions based on yleld-per-recruit analyses, Is 



.E 5: Estimates of F for P. sa l t a t r i x  using catch-at-age data from 
Table I and a catch-curve analysis approach (see Chapter V).  
Standard errors on the estimates are given in brackets. 

t = 3 slope = -0.95 c 0.44 ( -17)  



Y leld-per-recrul t (a). spawn lng bfcmass-per-recruit (b l  and average m s s  of fish 
caught (Cl for a hypothetical m l a t l o n  wlth tm = 4. plotted against F for various 

values of tc (age-at-f irst-capture) [scaled-dm exaples of output obtainable using 

the carputer progrm PC-IIEW (Hughes and Punt 1988).1 
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to consider the behaviour of the spawning biomass-per-recruit [Fig. lS(b)l in 

addition to the yield-per-recruit, with F (for various values of tc). (The 

formula for spawning biomass-per-recruit is given in Appendix X.) 

By analogy with the ruie-of-thunb deduced in the previous Chapter from the 

Schaefer rodel. viz. that stock biomass should not be allowed to fall to less than 

half its average unexploited level. it would seem undesirable to select a target 

fishing mortality value that corresponds to the spawning biomass-per-recruit 

falling to less than haif its pristine level (1.e. F = 0). The heavier the 

exploitation becanes (i.e. the larger the value of F), the earlier in its life a 

given ftsh is likely to be captured. Thus as F increases, a decrease in the 

average length and hence the average mass of fish landed is to be expected [Fig. 
- 

16(c)]. This average mass, m(F), can therefore be used to indicate whether 

overfishing (F > F , where F is the target fishing mortality level, e.g. FmyR) 

is occurring, but this method is fairly crude as iii is relatively insensitive to 

changes in F. The observed iii may also vary substantial 1 y due to f luctuations in 
year-class size. so that care must be taken in the interpretation of such an 

index; for exanple. an increase in the value of iii may be a reflection of poor 

recruitment rather than a reduction in fishing mortality. 

The Fo. strategy 

The discussion thus far has touched on the imrtance of e c o m i c  factors only 

with reference to the specification of optimwn fishing mortality levels. The 

FO. I strategy attempts to take into account the decrease in mrginal yield per 
recruit, d(Y/R)/dF, as effort (assuned proportional to fishing mortality, F). and 

hence fishing costs. increases. Foe (or Fmx) is defined as the effort level at 

which the marginal yield per recruit drops to 10% of its value for the unexploited 

stock (Gulland 1968. Gulland and Boerema 1973): 

Increasing F above Fo.l tends to provide very small additional returns in terms of 

Y/R, although costs may increase considerably. For Y/R curves that are monotonic 

with respect to F (fee. FmyR = -1. FOs1 is a far more realistic management 

target at which to aim. 



Application of yield-per-recruit analysis as described here (1.e. using the Von 

Bertalanffy growth model) to South African linefish, is discussed by Hughes 

(1986). A more general procedure is now available. however. In PC-YIELD (Hughes 

and Punt 1988). which provides a wide choice of growth curves as a basis for the 

analysis. 



VI. STANDARD ANALYSES FOR LIMEFISH DATA 

The Workshop agreed to recomnend the following checklist as a guideline to be 

followed In the analysis of catch-effort data and in the presentation of yield- 

per-recruit analyses, for linefish species. The reason for suggesting this form 

of standardisation is to facilitate the interpretation and canparison of results; 

It Is not intended to discourage the reporting of alternative calculations as 

well. The symbol '*" in the margin indicates the procedures provided by PC-YIELD 

(Hughes and Punt 1988). while the symbol '**' denotes those previously available 

in PC-VONBERI (Punt 1987). which was clrcuiated to Workshop participants in July 

1987. 

BUE Analysis 

( I )  Alternative bases for taking into account species-direction of effort: 

(a) ignore possible species-direction of effort 

(b) specles-direction of effort is proportional to the catch conposition 

over a "suitable' time period (STP) 

(c) use the 'Penney Hethod'. f.e. allocate all the effort to a species. 

provided that the species was caught in the STP 

(d) effort is considered to be directed at a species if that species makes 

w more than 50% of the catch in the STP (see equatlon 4.2.3). 

(2) Regress CPUE against time and calculate the proportionate decline over the 

period spanned by the data together with its associated standard error. to 

give a measure of the precision of the estimate obtained. 

(3) Plot C W E  against effort to estimate the catch rate for the unexplolted stock 

and the present relative depletion level, with their assoclated standard 

errors. 

(4) Select and discuss the two factors considered to be the most serious 

potential causes of bias in the analyses above for the stock under 

investigation. 



Yield-perdecrult Analysis 

* ( I )  Fit a growth curve (e.g. Von Bertalanffy) to the age-length data. 

Investigate the quality of the fit, ensuring that the requisite assunptlons 

have been met. [PC-YIELD (Hughes and Punt 1988) provides alternative 

growth curves if the Von Bertalanffy Is inappropriate; in such a case, 

however, the formula of Pauly in (2) below cannot be used to estimate H.1 
Use a re-sanpling technique such as "jack-knlflng" to calculate standard 

errors for the paraneter estimates and the lengths-at-age. 

(2) Use a formula of Pwly's (1980) or that of Rlkhter and Efanov (1977) to 

estimate fl: 

(a) tn(H) = -0.0066 - 0.279Ln(L_) + 0.6543Ln(r) + 0.4634Ln(TO) 1 ... Pauly 
tn(H) = -0.2107 - 0.0824Ln(w_) + 0.6757Ln(r) + 0.4627Ln(TO) 

where To is mean sea temperature in OC. with we in grans. 

I_ in cm and r and fl in yrs-I 

... Rikhter 
where t, = age (in years) at vhich 50% of the stock i s  

sexually mature. 

[Note that the precision of estimates provided by these formulae is low; for 

example, 95% confidence intervals for the Pauly estimates span a range of 

about a third to three times the value obtained. Thus, while the formulae 

do at least provide estimates, the sensitivity of the results to alternative 

values should always also be checked - see 8(a) below.] 

( 3 )  Estimate Z f r m  the catch-curve by using equation (5.8) and obtain F by 

subtracting tt. (Cknit low ages where curve appears convex.) Calculate 

the 95% confidence interval for the estimate of F. If data are available 

for a long period over which a relative effort index is also available, 

obtain an estimate of Z for each year or group of years using the regresslon 

procedure above, and plot this against the associated (average) effort 

index; the vertical axis intercept of the Z vs Effort regression flt 

provides an estimate of ti. 



4 Find tc(current). i.e. age-at-first-capture (for initial analyses, a s s w  
that it corresponds to the maximun of the catch-curve). 

(5) Find t,,, (the age at which 50% of individuals are sexually mature). 

( 6 )  Plot the following as functions of F: 

(a) Y/R (using the Beverton-Hol t equations) 

*(b) iii (average mass of individuals caught) 
*(c) spawning blanass per recruit. 

(7) Calculate the following and conpare them with the current value of F: 

(a) F16~~ (if it exists) 

*(b) FO- 
- - -  

spawning bicmss per recruit 
F5°=0,5 * S' = unexploited spawning bianass per recruit ' 

(81 Repeat steps ( 6 )  and (7) for different values of t! and tc, including: 

*(b) t = t . and tc = t (current) r 1 . c m C 

# A more appropriate value than 0.1 may be required if the estimate of 

"est imated is very large or very small. In such a case a variation factor 
equal to (perhaps) 20% of the estimate is recannended. 

** Alternatively, plot isopleths of Y/R (for specific values of F), iii and 
spawning bianass-per-recruit on the (tl. t ) plane. 

C 

An updated version of PC-YIELD (Hughes and Punt 1988) is planned. which 

(hopefully) wi 1 1  : 

(a) incorporate a selectivity function into the yield-per-recrult analysis 

and 

(b) plot an ellipsoidal joint probability density distribution for 

parameters a and b of the Schnute growth equations. In order to provide 

a visual basis to aid the process of reJecting possible alternative 

growth models for the conparatfve analysis described In Appendlx V.  



General aspects 

The greatest value of tag-recapture exercfses to a lineflshery probably lies in 

the lnformatlon these glve about mlgratlon patterns and stock boundaries. The 

data collected may also provide a direct estimate of the s h e  of a p~p~lation. 

If It can be assumed that: 

i) the population is closed, i.e. its size remains constant (no 

recruitment, imnigration or emigration occurs in the time between 

tagging and the recapture sample). 

i i )  tagging does not affect the catchabllfty or natural mortality of an 

animal. 

i i i )  no tag-loss occurs in the time between marklng and the recapture sanple, 

iv) the tagged and recapture samples are taken at random from the population 

e all animals are equally likely to be caught) and 

V) all tags recovered are reported, 

then the following equation (Seber 1973) gives an estimate (the "Petersen 

Estimate") of the population size: 

.. 
where N = estimated population size 

T = number of fish tagged 

r = number of tags recovered 

n = recapture sanple size . 
The recapture sample is usually provided by normal fishing operations. e.g. a 

cmnercial catch or angllng competltlon. Equation (7.1) glves a blased estlrnate 

of population size if n, r or T are small ( <  10); some inprovement may be achieved 

by using the formula: 



[see Seber ( o p .  cit.), p.601. Under the above assunptions. an approximate 

estimate for F is provided by the tag recovery rate: 

In practice. however, these asswnptions are unlikely to be met and the resulting 

estimates will tend to be biased. Potential sources of bias should always be 

carefully considered; it may be possible to assign a direction to some of these. 

even lf their magnitudes cannot be quantified. For exanple. initial tagging 

mortality is hardly measurable in practice, but the population estimate obtained 

by assuning that this mortality is zero may nevertheless provide an informative 

"upper limit" in some sense. 

Analysis of tag-recapture data for the Natal elf resource 

Tag-recapture data for the Natal elf (shad) population may be used to illustrate 

the application of these techniques. If it is assuned that fishing and natural 

mortality are the only important effects operating. the follouing equations allow 

calculation of the catch within one year of tagging (see equation 5.4): 

[The exact form of the catch equation (from which F is calculated) Is used here, 
rather than the approximate form given by equation (7.3). uhich is accurate only 

for small values of F and n.1 

Given that a tag-recapture experiment for this species yields T = 5111 and 

r = 402. and taking fl to be 0.4 (Van der Elst pers. romn.). these equations ,. 
provide a value for F of 0.1 . The average return time [tR = 112 (see 

Appendix XI). here Z = F + fl] for these tags, however. is 36 days. giving 

estimates for Z and F of 10.1 and 9.7 yr-I respectively. Thus two substantially 

different estimates of F are obtained. In an attempt to account for this 

discrepancy, two further effects - tag loss (L yr-l) and emigration (E yr-l) m y  

be included. so that: 



= F/(F + I4 + L + €1 [for (F + H + L + E) large]. 

Now experiments have shown that the average tag-loss tint€! (ZL) for captive shad is 
145 days. bhich yields an estimate for L = l/zL of (145/365) - I  = 2.5 yr-I . Thus 

the equations to be solved for the remaining unknowns. F and E are: 

which give: 

For the untagged flsh then: 

so that: 

uhich suggests that fishing removes approximately 1 1 %  of the population per year. 

Substitution into equation (7.4) above shows that this rate of exploitation 

corresponds to an equivalent average annual F value of - 0.14 yr-I . Thfs figure 

provides an appropriate reference value for conparison with H, for exanple. In 

assessing whether the stock is overexploited. In this case, although the "true" 

value of F = 0.8 yr-I MY seem large, it is applicable to a section of the tagged 
population only (in which the fish have neither lost their tags nor emigrated); 

hence the calculation of an equivalent average annual F to provide a value more 

representative of the impact on the m l a t i o n  as a whole. A sirnllar analysts for 



Cape shad tag-recapture results yields an estimate for the equivalent average 

annual F of 0.05 yr-'. which corresponds to approximately 4% of the population 

being caught each year. 

In surnary then. three different approaches to assessing the status of the Natal 

elf resource have provlded three very divergent results: 

I )  tag-recapture analysis indicates that F n 0.14. suggesting that the stock 

is underexploited (F << ti) 

i i )  the C/E vs Time regression (Chapter IV) suggests that the stock is (only 

Just) overexploited (B = 0.42K). although this conclusion becanes stronger 

when the C/E vs E regression is also taken into account 
i f f )  catch-age-conposltlon analysis (VPA -Chapter V) yields a value for F of 

0.7 - 1.0 ~r-l (see Table 4). suggesting that the stock is heavily 

overewloited ( F  >> MI. 

These three conclusions are inconpatible. The next steps in the modelling 

process are to re-exanine the reliability of the assunptions on which each 

conclusion is based, to develop hypotheses which could reconcile the differences. 

and to design experiments which would test such hypotheses. Elf tagged in the 

field. for example, possibly suffer large initial tagging mortality, lose their 

tags more easily than in the laboratory study, or are easier prey for natural 

predators; all of these effects would result in the equivalent annual average F 

estimate from the tag-recapture analysis being negatively biased. On the other 

hand, the emigration effect used to account for the tag-recapture results could 

also be Influencing the catch-age analysis; Z would then include an emigration 

component. so that F would be smaller than the value of 0.7-1.0 yr-' estimated. 

If this is the case, however, where is the older component of the population - why 
is it not available to beach anglers? Experimental off-shore fishing could 

perhaps help to resolve some of these questions. 



VIII. HOOK sELECTlVllY IN A LINEFISHERY 

This sectlon describes the initial steps in the fornulation of a rnodel of hook 

selectlvlty, using experimental data, whlch Is currently under developnent for 

several comnerclally important species of linefish. The model is to be used to 

establish the potential of hook size limitation regulatfons for preventing the 

overexploltatlon of certaln species. It incorporates the following two 

assurptions: 

(i) the total number of fish caught is directly proportfonal to the fishlng 

effort a w l  fed and 

( i l l  for each species the abundance within any cohort declines exponentially wlth 

age (a), whlch may be simply related to a fish's size-class expressed in 

terms of gape size, g. 

Assurption ( I f )  glves: 

wher :he natural mortality for species s (see Appendix X I I ) .  The 

deftnes the selectlvlty function for a glven hook size, h; thls hook is most 

effective in catching fish wlth gape size gh, its effectiveness decreasing for 

both smaller and larger fish. Note that implicit in this is the Inportant 

assunption that selectivity depends only on the hook size. and not on the species, 

1.e. Individuals of two dlfferent specles wlth the same gape slze and abundance 

are equally llkely to be caught by a given hook. A global model for the catch of 

all species in the experiment then follows f r m  the general relation: 

which, for a particular age group (a). may be written: 



or alternatively, in terms of gape-size (g): 

Substituting from equations (8.1) and (8.2) above and generalising, thls becomes: 

where 'hsgd = the rider of individuals of species s and gape size g 
caught with hook h on day d 

= the time spent fishing using hook h on day d 

= a constant for each species s. related to its relative 
abundance. 

This model has (4 x s) parameters (assuming that the gh's and oh's are species- 

independent); it m y  be simplified, however, by noting that the optimal gape size 

of a fish caught with hook h. gh, must necessarily increase with h (big hooks 

catch bigger fish). so that the nunber of parameters can be reduced by assunlng 

the linear relation: 

where gl and g2 are constants. In addition. as the size range of fish caught by 
a hook is also believed to increase with hook slze. a further possible assunption 

is: 

so that the simplified model now becomes: 

which has at m s t  (2s + 4) parmeters. 

The data set obtained fran the experiment has been trinned to contain 9 species. 

each represented by at least 50 individuals. A further simplfflcatfon m y  be 

achieved by noting that the expected mortality rate dS is simitar for m n y  
species and these m y  therefore be allocated a single. comnon value. leaving only 



three values of H' to be estimated. Thus. Instead of the (4s = 36) paraneters 

for the orlginal model. a total of only I6 parameters renelns: 

It Is Inportant always to start with the simplest possible milel. for two reasons: 

(i) to reduce technical problems In computing the parameter values that best fft 

the data and 

( i i )  to ensure that the parmeter estimates are as precise (low variance) as 

possible. 

Further conplexity (more parameters) should only be introduced if the sinpler 

model provides statistically unsatisfactory fits to the data. 



IX. MTI-SPECIES AND ENVIRONmNTAL ASPECTS 

As rernarked in the Introduction. the fish population dynamics models described in 

the preceding sections have all been of the "single-species" type, treating the 

stock under consideration in isolation. Harvesting a given species necessarf 1 y 

has an effect on its predators. however, as well as on its prey species, and thus 

also has an effect on harvesting of these species. (The slngle species approach 

conveniently dismisses these effects by assuming they may be regarded as randan 

fluctuations about the single species model predictions.) Hultl-species models. 

however, while in principle both desirable and conceivable, have associated with 

them serious practical difficulties and have not yet reached the stage of 

development at which they can be used to provide quantitative management advice. 

Gulland (1981) sumnarises the situation as follows: "The slmpler models tend to 

produce what is intuitively obvious, or directly follows from the assurptions made 

and are little help in specific management situations. The more realistic and 

conplex models ...... at present make such demands on data, and the estimation of 
nwnerous parameters that they only provide some guidelines on the qualitative 

effects that might be expected - and in particular some warnings that the effects 
may be quite different from those expected from simple singles species models. 

They cannot as yet be used to give quantitative predictions. A small change in 

some of the parameters, e.g., of the predation rate of one species on another. 

which is well within the range of values consistent with available observations, 

can make a big difference to the expected results. Nevertheless, the careful use 

of multi-species models can provide useful guidance in managing these fisheries, 

and result in better decisions than those based on a single species approachw. 

Although some advances in multi-species fisheries modelling have been made since 

1981. they are not as yet sufficient to negate these general conclusions. 

Pollution (or habitat degradation) may also be considered as a generalised form of 

multi-species effect. Perhaps the sinplest way of treating such an effect 

mathematically is to regard it (in a single-species context) as something which 

decreases the carrylng capacity, K. To be useful for management purposes. 

however, the amount of effective decrease would need to be quantified and it is 

difficult to see how this could be achieved. 

Conflict of interests between different fisheries is another aspect of the multi- 

species problem. Recreational flshermen argue that purse-seining adversely 



affects their catches; on the other hand. purse-selnlng scatters the balt-flsh 

shoals and, as shoaling is considered to be a mechanism by which to secure 

protection fran predators, purse-seining could therefore be argued to be 

lncreaslng the attractiveness of the area for game-flsh. Perhaps the predators. 

feeding more easlly. are less Interested In the fishermen's balt. The polnt. as 

before, Is that a mmber of effects are operative and it Is impossible to tell 

a priorf whlch wlll dunlnate and what direction the net effect will have - one has 
to &el the effects quantltatlvely and/or desfgn speclfic experiments In order to 

ascertaln thls. 

The usually substantial "noise" in fisheries data (1.e. the wide scatter of points 

In, say. a CPUE vs Effort or Recruits vs Parent Stock plot) Is conveniently 

ascrlbed to "envlrormental factors". The objective of "environmental" research 

Is to relate these devlatlons (at least In part) to envlronrneotal measurements - 
mean tenperature, salinlty. ralnfall, upwelling, etc. Knowledge of such 

relationships m i d  Improve the ability to predlct (whlch Is fundanrental to the 

ability to manage). If. for exawle. it were known that in years of below average 

temperature, recrultmnt values for a certaln swcfes tend to fall below the 

average indicated by the stock-recruitment curve, it would be appropriate to 

Institute conservative management measures for that specles, should lower than 

average temperatures be observed. 

Unfortunately. Ilttle success has been achieved uorld-wtde In discovering such 

relatlonshlps, desplte long and intensive research. This suggests that they are 

unllkely to be slmple. and ldentifylng them wlll probably take many more years. 



The authors and other Uorkshop participants are indebted to the staff of the 

Fwndation for Research Developwnt (FRO) at the University of Cape Town for their 
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APPENDIX I 

Functional Regression Analysis 

A nunber of articles in the scientific literature address the question of which 

type of linear regression analysis is appropriate for application to a particular 

problem [see Ricker (1973)l. The most recent. and also perhaps the most 

authoritative and useful comnents on the subject in the context of fisheries 

science, are to be found in ICES (1985). While a few pertinent points have been 

extracted for discussion here, readers are referred to the original Report for 

m r e  details. In the first instance, it should be enphasised that, where the data 
already show a well-defined linear relationship, the particular type of regression 

anaiysfs chosen is likely to make little practical difference to the parameter 

estimates obtained. it is only where there is considerable fluctuation in the 

data (and hence a small correlation coefficient) that the choice of procedure 

becomes important. 

In functional regression analysis. the quantities of interest are the values of 

the parmeters of the (linear) fit to the data. For the case where the 

underlying relationship is exact. but both x and y variables are subject to 

independent measurement error. estimates of these parmeters can be determined 

using the "nmximun likelihood" estimation principle. If the underlying exact 

rnodei is: 

with the observed variables: 

then, 

C(X,.Y 

If a is an estllnate of a and b an estimate of 0. and the data are 



where 
n - 2 

n n - 
P = [ E (yI - y) - A E (xi - X)'1/[2 E (xi - X)(yi - y)] 

I = I  i=l I=1 

- - 
x. Y are the means of the xi's and yios respectively. 

Note that the value of b always lfes between two extremes: 

A S -  , corresponding to negligible error In the x measurements. 
for whlch the formula for b Is the sane as for the 

predictive regression of y on x (see Appendix I V )  and 

A = 0 , corresponding to negl lgfble error in the y measurements. 
for which the formula for b Is the sane as for the 

predfctlve regression of x on y. 

A value of: 

provides an estimate of the slope. 6. which is the geanetrlc mean of the estimates 

for A = 0 and A = 0; this is the "geanetric mean functional regression" 

recommended by Rlcker (1973) for certain situations. An approximate coefficient 

of varlatlon for b is given by: 

Appllcatlon of these fomlae requlres a value for A. the ratlo of the error 

variances In the two variables. (A slmilar technique may be applfed if the 

absolute value of elther of these error variances. rather than their ratfo. Is 

available.) ICES (1985) enuhaslses the polnt that "A should be estimated from 

whatever kwledge ls available on the nature and source of the data"; further it 

concludes that if no information in regard to the value of A Is available, the 

geanetrfc mean functional regression "may be the best last resort of the desperate 

... such a last resort should. however. be avoided If at all possible. and no 

further Justlficatlon can be given for It than expedience". except that It Is "a 

'central' estlmte, and therefore unlikely to be far wrong". 



Outliers end Influential Points 

Figure A2.1 below shows the scatter in the data obtained when a variable X is 

plotted against a second variable, Y . Both the points A and B indicated 

are clearly outliers. Point B is also an influential point, as. due to its 

relative isolationr it will have a substantial effect on the position of a curve 

fitted to the data. Point A, on the other hand, is not an influential pofnt, as 

its effect is likely to be swamped by that of the nefghbooring observations. 

Figure A2.1: A linear regression showing an outlier which is m t  an influential 

point (A) and one (8) which may well be influential [after Draper 

and Smith (19661, p.1701. 



The Runs Test for Serial Correlation 

A "run" is defined here as an unbroken serwence of identical elenents within a 

series containing two different tyws of element. The series: 

+ + - - - + + + + - - + + +  

for exanple. contains 5 runs, the elements of which represent the signs of 

consecutfve residuals from a fitted curve. To test the null hypothesis that the 

residuals show no positive serial correlation (too few runs), let nl and n2 be the 

nvaber of negative and positive residuals respectively, and u the total nunber of 

runs in the series: nl = 5. n2 = 9. u = 5. 

Table A3.1 glves the cunulatlve probability (under the null hypothesis) of 

obtaining the observed nunber of runs, u. for any h,, n2) pair with ni 6 n2 < 10. 
If this probability is less than a chosen critical probability, a. the null 

hypothesis is rejected at the (1 - a) x 100% level of significance. From Table 

A3.1 then, we have P(u = 5) = 0.119, which is larger than 0.05. We therefore 

accept the null hypothesis that the residuals show no positive serial correlation 

at the 5% level of significance. To test the opposite case of too many runs, the 

null hypothesis of no negative serial correlation is rejected if I minus the 
appropriate probability given in the Table is less than a . 
For either nl or n2 > 10, u is distributed approximately norrwliy with mean: 

Y = 2n1n2 + *  

"1 + "2 
end variance: 

and the standard normal deviate. 2. is given by: 



(U - u + 0.5) for the lover-tailed test 

a (positive serial correlation) 

Iu - u - 0.5) for the upper-tailed test 

a (negative serial correlation) 

(Draper and Smith 1966). In this case Table A3.2 gives the probability of 

obtaining the observed Z value under Ho for the lover- and upper-tailed tests. 
As before. if this probability is less than a, we reject Ho and accept the 

alternative hypothesis that the residuals are correlated. 

Table A3.1: Cunulative distribution of the total nunber of runs. u. in sarples 

of sizes n n2) [after Draper and Smith (1966). Table 3-11. 

fin a m ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ i ~ a ~ ~ a m a m a % a . r i l l e  
0.n um MIJ am, air a m  ui. am6 -7 a* a= as* ID inn 
an a m  am8 MIQ MU w nu7 a m  w nub a m  mn am urn 
RID) ODD .(1I1 a MI4 a1P alSS OH LlU QIW E M  IW 

a n  ODD omi em MU am a n 4  MM am.nm am WM am aar IW I- 
am am LDD( oms om MW a l n  us - am mi v m  asm a% a*, ID I- 
am ODD M .OD) MU .OU am 0211 011. a a  am a m  OY am am tnn 1900 

nn ODD .om ~m MIZ e w  am ~ D S  am 001 am MI a- am am I- tnn I- 
n m  ODD ODD ME am MU a m  am un prmaml  our om am n% err rnn ~ n n  I- 
(mm-ODD am MU MI* M)I am ma MU 09 a- ME a% am a% am I- xa t- 

~ o : * Z l l k M S Y d C - - ~ y . k -  
lPrad-' . l~ppd.11119-~*I l . IC 
.-d-14 IULYn. 



Table A3.2: Proportions o f  the norm1 curve (one-tailed) [a f ter  Zar (1974). 

Table D.93. 

This ubk dva UK pmpunion of the nomsl c-me that l ia  beyond (i.e.. i s  more a t r m  h) 0 

dven a o m l  denale. Z = :X, . - #)lo or Z = ( X  - rllat. For example. the vrownim of 0 aomul 
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APPENDIX IV 

Predictive Linear Regression Formulae 

Data : ((X~.Y~): i = I . .  -.. n) 

If a is an estlmate of a, b an estimate of B and s2 an estimate of a2, then: 

where x and are the means of the x and y values respective1 y . 
Variances of the parmeter estimates are estimated by: 

These calculations may be sinplified by use of the following identftles: 



Sctwnite's Generallsed Growth Hodel (Schnute 1981) 

yl, y2. a and b are the paraneters of the model. with yl the value of  y(t) at time 

t = tl and yZ the value of y(t) at t = t2 for y2 > y1 > 0 and t2 > tl . 

(a) a > 0; b > 0 (Generalised Von Bertalanffy curve) 

(1 )  p = 1 (b = I) : Putter No. 1 (Specialised Von Bertalanffy growth) 

1 ( f I )  p = 3 (b ==j) : Putter No. 2 

(Richards' growth) 

i p = I (b = -1) : Logistic growth 

( I)  b = 1 : Exponential growth 

y(t) = a + seat 



(a) a > 0; b = 0 (Gonpertz curve) 

(I) b = I : Llnear form 

1 
( i f )  b = ~ :  Quadratic form 

y(t) = (a + 6t12 

Case4: a = O ;  b = O  (tth Power curve) 

Using the Schnute equations to determine alternative curve fits to size-at-ape 

data 

Schnute's generalised model [equations (A5.1 - A5.411 encanpasses many of the 

standard growth curves characteristically used in the analysis of slze-at-age data 

(e.g. Von Berteianffy. Gompertz. L~glstic)~ each of whlch corresponds to speclflc 

(sets of the) values of the two parameters, a and b. These models are defined 

wlthin the 8 different regions of the (a.b) plane by the llnes: a = 0. b = 0, 

b = 1 and b = a(t2 - tl)/tn(yZ/yl), each region giving rise to a curve having a 
particular shape. Figures A5.l(a) and (b) depict these regions and the shapes of 

the corresponding growth curves. [Note that on these curves [Fig. A5. 1 (a)] is 

indicated hich of the parmeters to, y,, t* and y* are deflned in each case. 



- Procedure 
The observed size-at-age data are fitted to the Schnute model using the 

appropriate equation (A5.1. 2. 3 or 4) and assuning a particular error rnodel; 

errors are most corm~~ly either additive or mrltiplicative: 

A 

Yi = Yi + Ei (additive) 

- 
where yi is the predicted size 

yi is the observed size 
2 

ei - N(0.a ) are the errors. 

Estimation ofthe parameters yl. y2. a and b involves minimisation of the sun of 

squares function: 

for the case of addltive errors, and 

for the case of multiplicative errors. Camartson of the estimated values of a 

and b with those characteristic of the standard growth curves allows the 

identification of alternative. sinpler rnodels whlch may fit the data more 

persimnlously. This procedure Is Illustrated In the following exanple [fran 

Schnute (1981)l. 

Exanple: 

eight-at-age data for the species Coregonus artedif fltted to the 4-parameter 

Schnute equation (A5.1). provide eStimJteS for a and b of 0.58 and -0.19 

respectlvel y. As the estimted value of b is close to zero. the Gmpertz tncdel 

(b = 0) Is a possible alternative. The difference in the fit of these two models 

m y  be canpared using Analysis of Variance under the null hyWthesis that b = 0, 

1 .e. that the Gonpertz model provides an adequate fit to the data. The F 
stattstlc: 



is ronputed for a one-tailed test at the 5% signlficance level, where the nunber 

of degrees of freedom (p-q, n-p) depends on the nunber of parmeters (p and q for 

the Schnute and Gonpertz models respectively) and the nunber of data polnts 

(n = 10 in thls case). As the calculated value of F is much smaller than the 

critlcal value of 5.99. the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, i.e. the Gompertz 

model provides an adequate fit to the data set. 

Table A5.1 gives the parameter estimates obtained by fitting the Schnute and 

Gompertz m&ls as well as a third model, the Putter No. 2, chosen because the 

data are In the form of weight-at-age. Visual comparison of the s m  of squared 

errors. SS, for thls model and for the Gonpertz (this is possible as both have the 

sane nunber of parameters) reveals that the Gonpertz model is superlor (smaller 

sun of squares). 



Tale A5.1: Results of fitting three growth curves to the weight-at-age data for 
the species Coregonus artedii. Paraneters not shown are undefined 
[after Schnute (1981)l. 

Schnute Ganpertz Putter No. 2 

Region in Figure A5.i(a) 8 8 1 

Note: PC-YIED (Hughes and Punt 1988) provides the facillty for determining the 

most appropriate curve-fit for any data set fm a wide selection of 

growth curves, using the procedure described above. 



Flgure AS.1: (a) Set of 8 regions in the (a.b) plane defined by four lines 

[after Schnute (1981). Figure 11, (b) the 8 characteristic 

growth curves appropriate to a parameter pair (atb) in each of 

the 8 regions shown in (a) [after Schnute (1981). Figure 21. 

All curves represent size ( y )  against age (t). 

2 

-- f ""  
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APPENDIX V I  

The Brutstrap Bethod o f  Variance Estimat 

I n  order t o  i l lust rate the basic principles underlying th is  method, the exenpie o f  

estimating the standard error (s.e.) o f  a senple mean i s  used. A sanple (the 

"original sanple") o f  size n i s  available from some distr ibution F, the mean o f  

which i s  estimated by the sample mean. E. The s.e. o f  Z may be estimated by 

selecting, with replacement. a large nunber o f  randan samples 

.i .J ((XI. X2.. . .,xi); j = I .. . . .N) [referred t o  here as "bootstrap samples") from 

the original sample and corrputing an estimate o f  the sanple mean, $ for each. 

The bootstrap estlmate o f  the s.e. o f  the sample mean i s  then given by: 

- N 
where x = I $ 

Fi j = l  

A more complex situation involving, for  exanple, estimation o f  s.e.'s on the V o n  - A A 

Bertalanffy growth curve ~EiraIteter estimates (&,,k and to) requires s- ' 

alterations t o  the above method i n  order t o  take the regression-like nature o f  the 

estimation procedure into account. If a parmeter for which an estimate of  

precision i s  required i s  denoted by P and i t s  estimate by 6, the "conditioned" 

bootstrap method estimates the see. o f  6 by replacing ~j by ~j and Z by E i n  

equation (A6.1) t o  give: 

N 
where = z $ .  

j=l 

i s  the estimate o f  p obtained fran the j ' th  bootstrap sanple. 



In this case, however, the method described above for generating the bootstrap 

samples cannot be used, as these sanples must be conditioned upon the distribution 

of the values of the independent variable (in the case of the Von Bertalmffy 

growth curve these are the age values) in the original sanple. A sinple. though 

ad hoc method of conditioning is to ensure that each saaple consists of the sane 

r m h r  of observations at each realisation of the inckpemht variable as there 

are in the original sarple. [If conditioning is not wed, serious biases rnay 

result - see Punt (1988) for the outcaae of using an unconditioned bootstrap 
method (the "naive" bootstrap) in a regression problem.] 

Table A6.1 provides fictitious exanples of two different smple distributions of 

20 length-at-age pairs obtained by such conditioned saapling. The growth curve 

is then fitted to each bootstrap sample in turn, providing each time a new 

parmeter estimate: 6 ,  6 ,  . . . , .  This procedure should be performed several 

times using an increasing nunber of samples. N, until the variability in the 

estimates of the variance for each of the parameter estimates is sufficiently 

small (this depends on the degree of precision required); the most appropriate 

choice for N therefore depends on the amount of variation in the origlnal sanple. 



Table A6.1: Distribution of 20 fictitious values of length-at-age for an 
orlglnal sample and two bootstrap sanples obtained f r m  it by 
conditioned replacement sanpling. Note that each bootstrap sanple 
has the sane n-r of observations of length at each age as had the 
original s a l e  ("condltloned sanpl lng"). 

LENGTH-AT-AGE 

AGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 

200 300 380 400 510 550 

200 300 385 430 510 550 
Bootstrap 190 270 360 420 510 
Smle  I 220 300 380 400 

1 I 1 190 360 400 
(XI. X2.v-.X20) 220 350 

Bootstrap 210 300 370 400 510 550 
Saple 2 190 310 385 420 480 

2 2 2 190 270 385 430 
(XI. X2....,X20) 200 350 430 

200 370 



APPENDIX V I I  

The Scheefer Ibdel 

The Schaefer model is based on the assumtion that the growth of a population may 

be described by a logistic curve, represented by the equation: 

where r = intrinsic growth rate 

K = carrying capacity 

B = blomass 

C = catch rate . 
(Note: It is frequently forgotten that r, C. E and HSY are rates; typically they 

have units yr-I.) 

Under equilibriun conditions (i.e. dB/& = 0) It follows that: 

with MSY = rK/4 . Assunfng that CPUE is linearly related to the bionrass B, i-e.: 

where q = catchability coefficient 

and substituting for C, it follows that: 

2 2 
with a = qK and 6 = q K/r. This gives HSY = a /46 . 
Values for a and B can be obtained fran a 1 inear regression of CIE against E. 
kte. however. that this method of estimating a and B rnay produce very poor 

estimates If the equilibriun assurption Is Invalid. 



Proof o f  the Relationship between CPUE (CGD) end CND (Cooke 1984) 

Let CND be the catch-per-net-vessel-day (the catch per vessel. counting only those 

vessel-days on which f lsh are actual l y caught). CGD the catch-per-gross-vessel-day 

(the catch rate over a l l  days fished), ND the net-catch-days (the nunber o f  

vessel-days on which f i sh  are caught) and GD the to ta l  nunber o f  vessel-fishing 

days. Assunlng that the catches are independent and Poisson-dlstributed, with A 

= CGD, then: 

MD = G D l l  - Prob(no catches)] 

= GD(I - e-A) 

and therefore NO/GD = 1 - e-' . A1 so: 

But: 

i .e. 

and 

CGD 

CGD 

A 

CND 

Therefore: 

= A (by assumption) 

= CND(L - e-') 

= A/II - e-') 

= x / ( a  - a2/2) 

= 1 t A/2 . 

It follows that CGD a (CND - 1). For CNO < 1.5. the error o f  the approximation 

i s  l tn l ted  t o  152 . 



Uslng an Age-Length Key t o  Transform the Length-Frequency Dlstrltnrtlcm 

o f  the Catch Into an Agefrequency Dlstritnrt lon 

An age-length key i s  an (n x m) matrix I n  vhfch the entrles, a . represent the 
1 J 

nuaber o f  f f sh  i n  each o f  n length-classes and m age-classes. 

AGE-CLASSES 

a12 a13 . . . . . . . . .  

LENGTH- CLASSES ] 
a n l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  am 

(Note that  many o f  the entries I n  t h i s  matrlx w i l l  be zero.) N o m l i s i n g  wlth 

respect t o  each length-class, n: 

AiJ = aij/(ail + aiZ + .... + a~m) 

e.g. A12 = a12/(all + a12 + .... + aim) etc. 

yields the normalised matrlx, Am(L.t). Now the length-frequency distr ibut ion. 

C(f ) ,  o f  the catch may be expressed as a vector wlth n columns: 

where Ci represents the nunber o f  f i s h  caught i n  each length class. i. Slnple 

matrlx rml t lp l ica t lon then provides an estimate o f  the agefrequency distribution 

o f  the catch: 



where C' = C , A , ~  + cZj + .... 
j + 'nAnj 



Derivation of  the Beverton3bit Yleld-F'erdecruit E4uationS 

Yield in  t e r n  of mass (rather then nunbers) of f ish i s  given by: 

where 

and R i s  the recruitment. Substitution gives: 

- Ftc-(PI + f ) t  - t ( t  - t o )  
Ym = 5 FRe [ I  - e 1 dt 

tc 

Integrating: - 

and dividing Y,by R provides the desired result. 
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Yield i n  t e r n  of the nuher of f ish mt I s  given by: 

Nou the average mass, r?i, o f  a f ish cwght i s  glven by Ym/Yn so that. frm 

equations (A10.3) and (A10.4). it follows that: 

The spawning bfomass i s  defined as the total b i o ~ s s  of  fish older than the age- 

at-matur i ty, tm: 



Integrating and dividing by R gives the spawning blaness-per-recrult: 



Derivation of the Relationship Between Mean Tag Return 

T i r  (tR) and Total brtal ity. Z 

If. initially. a nunber No of fish is tagged. that nunber. N(t), which remains 

tag& and potentially catchable by f i s h e m  at a time t thereafter decreases 

exponentially at the total mortality rate. Z: 

Note that the "mortality" of tagged and potentially catchable fish includes all 

those effects which may reduce this number - not Just the factors which 
potentially cause actual death. such as fishing and natural mortality. Thus Z may 
in general also Include the effects of tag-loss and ernigratlon. both of which m y  

contribute towards a decline in N. If the tagged fish are captured at a rate: 

then, between the times t and (t + dt) after tagging, the nunber of tagged fish 
captured (with tag return times, t) is equal to FNWdt. m e  average tag return 

time. tR. is given by: 

t R = (  X (Return time.t) x ( m r  of tags returned at time 
all return 
times, t (Total nunber of tags returned) 

which becornes: 

(Note that this relatianship does not require that all fish are tagged 

simultaneously - only that the return time for any tagged fish should measure the 

time between its release and its recapture.) 



Derlvatlon of the Fornula for N(gape1 

If it Is assuned that: 

N(a) a e -tla 

where N = nunber of flsh present 

I! = natural mrtallty 

a = age 

It follows that, for sane reference age ao: 

N(a)/N(ao) = e -n(a - a,) . 
Using the Taylor Series approximation gives: 

dl. U a )  = L(a ) +-.(a - ao) 
0 da 

where L(a) = length at age a 

g(f) = gape size at length t 

dt 
da 

= rate of Increase in length with age 

a = rate of increase In gape with length . dl. 

Mnipulating equations (A12.1) and (A12.2) to solve for (a - ao) gives: 

Substituting into equatfon (Al3. I), it follows that: 

and sinpliflcatlon then gives: 

N(g) a e -n'g 

where 
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Derivatlon of the Forarla for N(gape) 

If it is assused that: 

N(a) a e-na 

where N = nunber of fish present 

n = natural mortal lty 

a = age 

it follows that. for sane reference age ao: 

N(a)/N(ao) = e -Ma - a,) . 
Uslng the Taylor Serles approxl~tion gives: 

and = g(lo) + 5!9 dL.(l - lo) 
where %(a) = length at age a 

g(l) = gape size at length l 

dL 
da = rate of increase in length with age 

= rate of increase In gape with length . dl 

Manipulating equations (AI2.1) and (A12.2) to solve for (a - ao) gives: 

Substituting into equation (A13.1). it follows that: - 

and sinplification then gives: 

N(g) a e **g 

where 
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